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This study investigated the role of the public library

in serving children from infancy to age six. The purposes

of this research were to obtain recommendations from early

childhood education authorities pertaining to the areas of

services, programs, materials, physical facilities, and

personnel and to utilize these data in the development of

guidelines for public libraries.

Two instruments, a questionnaire and an interview

schedule, were developed to collect the data. The question-

naire consisted of forty-four items each with three possible

responses. The questionnaire was developed by utilizing data

gathered from forty graduate students in early childhood

education and from a review of the literature. This instru-

ment was pilot tested for clarity and relevance, then

validated, and finally tested for reliability.

The questionnaire was mailed to two groups of early

childhood education authorities, totalling fifty-nine persons.

Members of Group I were nominated by at least one national



professional organization concerned, with the education of

young children. Members of Group II were nominated either

by the Early Childhood Education Consultant for the Texas

Education Agency or by one of the three area heads of the

early childhood education programs in the Federation of North

Texas Area Universities.

Eleven early childhood education authorities from Group

I were randomly selected and interviewed--five in person, five

via telephone, and one via cassette tape. Interviews were

taped, with permission of interviewees, transcriptions were

made and analyzed, and data were reported in narrative form.

Forty-four of the fifty returned questionnaires--seventeen

from Group I and twenty-seven from Group II--were usable.

Responses to each item were tabulated and reported in percent-

ages. Percentages for recommended and not recommended

responses were compared between Group I and Group II, using

the test of the significance of the difference between two

percentages. Six items had statistically significant differ-

ences. Twenty-two questionnaire items were recommended by

65 per cent or more of the respondents. These items were

incorporated with recommendations from the interview data to

form guidelines developed for public libraries in serving

young children.

Findings revealed that the majority recommended utili-

zation of volunteers and of early childhood education

consultant; preparation of children's librarians in working



with adults and young children; provision of services and

programs focusing on parent education, led by specialists;

preparation of child care personnel in storytelling; programs

involving parent and child participation; coordination of

public library efforts with those of other community agencies

in order to avoid duplication; and services, programs,

materials, and physical facilities which facilitate and

encourage interest in books and which relate to reading. The

minority recommended services, materials, and physical

facilities which focus on unstructured recreational play; and

services, programs, and materials which focus on formal teach-

ing or testing in cognitive areas.

Implications which can be drawn are that schools of

library science should provide for professional preparation

and experiences for children's librarians in early childhood

education and that public libraries should re-examine their

roles and functions in terms of these five areas of public

library work with young children.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Historically, public library work with children is not

a new phenomenon (8). However, the present concern of public

library administrators in serving very young children has

been a mounting development during the past ten years. Two

divisions of the American Library Association have recently

shown an interest in evaluating and extending library services,

programs, and materials for young children (1, 2).

The research studies of such authorities as Benjamin

Bloom, J. McVicker Hunt, Jean Piaget, and Burton White have

increased the awareness of educators and librarians regarding

the impact of the environment during the early years upon

later development and learning (2). As a result of this

research, there is a trend in public education to include

three- and four-year-old children in the public school setting

(11, 17). This trend may hold implications for the role of

the public library in serving young children. A study of the

role of the public library, as perceived by early childhood

education authorities, was warranted.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was the development of guide-

lines based upon the recommendations of early childhood

1
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education authorities with regard to the role of the public

library in serving young children.

Purposes

The purposes of this study were

1. To determine the services, programs, materials,

physical facilities, and personnel recommended by early

childhood education authorities for public libraries in

serving young children,

2. To develop guidelines in the areas of services,

programs, materials, physical facilities, and personnel of

public libraries in serving young children, and

3. To formulate a philosophy for public libraries in

serving young children.

Research Questions

Answers were sought to the following questions.

1. What services should public libraries provide for

young children?

2. What programs should public libraries provide for

young children?

3. What materials should public libraries provide for

young children?

4. What physical facilities should public libraries

provide for young children?

5. What personnel should public libraries provide for

young children?
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Background and Significance

Need for Research

In the past five years, several public librarians work-

ing with children have noted a lack of research on public

library service to young children, and they have recommended

that such research be conducted (4, 6, 16, 18). After con-

ducting a national status survey of public library service

to young children and reviewing the literature, Binnie Tate

concluded that children's librarians need (a) research that

gives justification for public library services for young

children, (b) theoretical research that gives implications

from new theories for public library programs for children,

(c) guidelines and clear directives for public libraries

in serving young children, and (d) clarification of the role

of the public library in serving young children (16).

To fulfill these needs, Tate recommended that child

development specialists and researchers in the field of early

childhood education help provide children's librarians with

programmatic implications of research findings in early child-

hood education and of new theories about the learning patterns

of young children (16). The need for librarians to utilize

research findings from other disciplines and to apply such

research findings to relevant issues in librarianship was

also expressed by Jesse Shera, an outstanding authority in

the field of public librarianship (14).
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The conclusions drawn by Tate were similar to the needs

for research identified by other public librarians such as

Pauline Winnick and Marian Gallivan. Winnick evaluated

public library service to children and made the recommenda-

tions that (a) new media and new concepts of early childhood

education be studied together with traditional activities for

the youngest clientele and that (b) the fundamental question

of the function of the public library be considered (18).

According to Winnick, the need exists to define objectives

for public library service to children and to provide standards

which can be used to measure performance levels (18).

Marion Gallivan conducted a research study of service to

children in public libraries and reached the conclusions that

a definite need exists to identify, examine, and evaluate

library services to children and that the scarcity of research

on public library service to children is very unfortunate (6).

Gallivan stated that public libraries should be attempting to

answer the questions of whether the library needs of children

are being met and how services to children could be improved

(6). The recommendation for research in the area of early

childhood education was included in A Strategy for Public

Library Change, published by the American Library Association

(4).

In the light of the needs for research identified by

these library authorities, the development of guidelines for

public libraries in serving young children was warranted.
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These guidelines should be based on a study of the recommenda-

tions of early childhood education authorities.

Significance of the Study

This study was significant in the following ways.

1. Recommendations of national early childhood educa-

tion authorities for public library service to young children

were obtained. A review of the literature indicated that no

research studies had been made to obtain the recommendations

of early childhood education authorities regarding public

library service to young children. In several recent,

isolated, local situations, individual public library adminis-

trators have utilized the subject expertise of early childhood

education specialists for recommendations in particular

programs, services, and materials of public libraries (5, 7,

9, 10, 12, 13, 15).

2. This study provided needed data as a basis for the

development of up-to-date guidelines for public libraries

in serving young children. The present guidelines, the

Standards For Children's Service in Public Libraries, were

written in 1964 and are outdated, vague, and not specifically

intended for young children, but are for children from infancy

to approximately thirteen years of age (3).

3. This study helped clarify the role of the public

library in serving young children. The recent trend to
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include three- and four-year-old children in educational

settings necessitated additional information (2).

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study, the following terms were

defined.

Young children referred to children from infancy to age

six.

Library services were those phases of library activities

based on policies which facilitated the use of resources and

satisfied the library needs of people. Some examples of

library services are the selection and organization of

materials, compilation of bibliographies, and reader guidance.

Library programs were activities or events provided or

scheduled by the public library. Some examples of library

programs are storyhours, arts and crafts activities, puppet

shows, film showings, and summer reading clubs.

Library materials were print and nonprint resources.

Some examples of library materials are books, magazines,

games, manipulative materials, filmstrips, records, cassette

tapes, and film projectors.

Guidelines were generalized statements, drawn from the

recommendations of early childhood education authorities

which could be used in the future as a basis for the develop-

ment of specific evaluative criteria.
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Procedures for Collection and
Analysis of Data

For the purposes of this study, a questionnaire and an

interview schedule were developed. The five areas of public

library work with young children which were included in both

the questionnaire and the interview schedule were as follows:

(a) services for young children, (b) programs for young

children, Cc) materials for young children, (d) physical

facilities for young children, and (e) personnel working with

young children.

A panel of eleven nationally recognized early childhood

education authorities was asked to respond to both the ques-

tionnaire and the interview schedule. Forty-eight early

childhood education authorities were asked to complete only

the questionnaire. Data from the questionnaire were analyzed

and reported in percentages. Data from the interview schedule

were analyzed and reported in narrative form.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter includes a review of the literature in the

five following areas of public library work with young chil-

dren: services, programs, materials, physical facilities,

and personnel. Both research and descriptive sources have

been reported.

Services

A thorough review of the literature revealed no research

studies, other than surveys, within the past fifteen years

which evaluated public library services to children of any

age. The research front concerning any aspect of public

library work with children has been fragmented and uncoordi-

nated, and the cumulation of effort by building upon previous

research is almost totally absent (1). Three surveys, one at

each level--national, state, and local--were found which

dealt with the qualitative assessment of public library

services to children. The findings from all three surveys

indicated that many improvements in services to children were

needed (16, 60, 79).

Perhaps one reason for this scarcity of research is that

services to children have always been placed at the bottom of

the list of priorities of the public library (14, 49, 26).

10
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Circulation statistics and budget expenditures verify the

low rank which services to children have received. Children

account for 50 to 70 per cent of the circulation of most

public libraries (41, 54). Yet public library budgets for

children have never been commensurate with the proportion

of children using public libraries (25). A survey, conducted

by Hektoen, concerning public library work with children in

Connecticut, revealed that only between 10 and 14 per cent

of the total public library budget was appropriated for

materials to children (15). Moreover, in public libraries,

the smallest share of revenue is usually allotted to programs

and services for the very young (79).

A second reason for the lack of existing research and

evaluation about public library services to young children

may involve both attitudes toward and knowledge of employing

research methods. Only recently have administrators of

public libraries realized that research could provide informa-

tion and direction for public library services to children

(35). Moreover, lack of knowledge of exactly how to evaluate

public library services to children is clearly evident in the

literature. Cheatam reported that at the 1977 annual con-

ference of the American Library Association (ALA), the

President of ALA asked Children's Coordinators and Library

Directors to explore together the status and goals of public

library services to children. Cheatam also stated that

evidently library administrators did not know how to evaluate
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services to children as these Library Directors subsequently

requested Children's Coordinators to develop methods to

measure the goals and outcomes of public library services to

children (14).

Nor was this recent request for research and evaluation

in the area of public library services to children an isolated

example or new phenomenon. As early as 1949, at an institute

on the topic of public library services to children,

librarians were concerned with the need to find ways of

proving that the services provided by public libraries to

children were essential library functions (50). In 1964,

Viguers was also concerned with the need for public libraries

to have a clearly defined and unique purpose. Viguers warned

that the survival of public library services to children was

in jeopardy unless public libraries aimed at not only inform-

ing or entertaining children, but also at accomplishing what

no other agency could provide (82).

True to that warning by Viguers, public library services

to children have usually been the first to be curtailed as a

cost-saving measure (11, 14). Such curtailment happened

during 1977 in public libraries in Pennsylvania, New York,

and California, where staff, bookmobile service, programs,

and orientation tours for children were either reduced or

terminated due to budgetary problems (14, 48, 67). Ironi-

cally, in 1971 a Task Force on Library Services to Children,

appointed by the New York State Department of Education, to
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assess and to make recommendations for meeting the total

library needs of children preschool through grade six was

forced to terminate its three-year pilot project due to lack

of funds (57). In 1976, due to economic factors, Hektoen was

forced to suspend action on her survey of preschool services

in the public libraries in Connecticut (35).

Currently, a major step toward identifying and measuring

public library services to children is being undertaken by

the University of Illinois Research Center. A survey is being

conducted to analyze the goals, services, personnel, types of

materials and equipment, and physical facilities for children

in public libraries in the state of Illinois. Data are being

collected through questionnaires and interviews with staff

members at thirty-two selected public libraries. The infor-

mation obtained will be used to redefine and to update

standards for public library services to children in Illinois

(14, 68).

A third factor which may have contributed to the scarcity

of significant research in the area of public library services

to young children is that the Standards For Children's Services

In Public Libraries, published in 1964 by the ALA, do not pro-

vide quantitative guidelines. The Standards state only

general qualitative guidelines which neither reflect current

services, nor deal specifically with young children. Accord-

ing to these ALA Standards, the most important service which
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public libraries should perform for children is individual

guidance in reading (5).

A review of the literature does indicate that many types

of public library service to children are currently being

provided, and even a greater number and variety of services

have been recommended. The trend is to direct the service

initially toward parents and adults who care for children

although the ultimate aim is the further development of the

child (3, 9, 25, 40, 77). Tilley (81) and Baker (9) have

stressed the need to take services outside of the library

and offer services to parents and to other adults who care

for children. These services include training in the selec-

tion and in the use of materials and in the techniques of

storytelling and puppet construction; and provision of

information about child psychology, nutrition, health care,

and child development. In response to recognition of this

growing need, services such as home visits to teach parents

and workshops to train persons in child caring professions

have become more prevalent in public libraries (9, 18, 23, 28,

29).

Another means of taking services outside of the library

building has been utilized in California through "Operation

PLENTY" (Public Library Extension Network For Tiny Youngsters).

Operation PLENTY made a variety of preschool books available

to children in unusual nonlibrary locations which adults are

likely to visit such as automobile and furniture showrooms
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and Welcome Wagons (80). Some public libraries are mailing

monthly newsletters to homes describing forthcoming activi-

ties, including pertinent bibliographies of recommended

readings, and supplying information on parenting and child

development (9).

Providing vital "coping" information to parents, by

referring them to particular community agencies which

specialize in meeting their medical, cultural, legal, social,

recreational, or educational needs, has become a common

service (36, 74). In a few instances, however, the public

library has gone beyond merely supplying information and

referral services,and library personnel have actually arranged,

through local universities, to provide the particular service

such as testing and evaluating the language development and

reading ability of young children (9, 18).

In order to facilitate use of the public library by young

children, who, due to their age, are often unable to reach

this agency on their own, some public libraries have provided

transportation services (9, 18, 23, 62). Dial-A-Story services,

with either a pre-recorded story on line or a spontaneous

personalized tale upon request, have been available for chil-

dren who are unable to attend storyhours (9, 12, 72). Still

other public libraries have offered baby sitting services (9,

18). However, the Erie Preschool Media Library enforces the

policy that an adult, other than a staff member, must remain

in the library with the preschooler (72).
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In summary, public libraries recently have furnished

many different services for young children. According to

Baker (9), public libraries must visualize more imaginative

and innovative service contacts, as the limits for service

are bounded only by the ability to imagine. However, the

attempt of public libraries to provide a diverse range of

services to young children has been unorganized. This lack

of organization may indicate a vital need and provide

another factor which could have contributed to the paucity

of research in the area of services to the youngest clientele.

One vital need is to set priorities and to determine exactly

how public library services to children fit into the various

efforts of other support agencies such as preschool centers

and public schools (9, 79).

Wheeler (85) advocated first formulating objectives and

goals which can influence the quality and kinds of public

library services and then utilizing the goals as a basis for

establishing evaluative criteria against which results can

finally be measured. Altman (1) states that the library pro-

fession needs to develop valid methodologies to measure and

to evaluate public library services. In the working guide-

lines and goals for library service to children, the ALA

Standards Committee Task Force on Children's Services has

recommended that (a) the setting of goals and the planning

for library services should be shared jointly by libraries

and other agencies concerned with the needs of children, and
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(b) the systematic and continuous evaluation of services to

children should be ensured, including the measurement of

the use and the effectiveness of services to children (6).

A re-examination of public library service goals for chil-

dren could also provide a focal point for program development.

Programs

Significant research in the area of public library

programs for young children is particularly nonexistent.

The few evaluative studies regarding the effects of specific

public library programs have used very small samples or

have relied upon opinions collected through questionnaire or

telephone surveys (27). In response to the needs of the

Research and Development Committee of the Association for

Library Service to Children of the ALA, Gallivan (27) compiled

a bibliography of research projects published between 1960

and 1972. She selected projects on any aspect of public or

school library involvement with children. Gallivan found that

only three research studies pertained to aspects of public

library programming for preschool children (10, 53, 78).

Swift investigated the effects of a storytelling program

and a communication skills training program on a sample of

seven mothers. His findings revealed that mothers developed

storytelling ability. The mothers improved in the perception

of their roles and in understanding the behavior of their

children (78).
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Barass, Reitzel, and associates developed case studies

of thirty "exemplary" public library reading and reading-

related programs for children or adults for the United States

Office of Education. The "exemplary" programs were selected

from 243 public library programs which had been nominated as

"successful" by federal, state, and local officials. A total

of seven case studies which involved preschool children in the

Barass report were designated as being "exemplary." The

"exemplary" programs had an identifiable reading-related

impact on the participants, and this impact was achieved at a

reasonable cost. Notable findings from the Barass investiga-

tion were (a) Preschool programs which provided activities

for mothers were more effective than those which did not

include parental involvement; (b) The vast majority of parents

attending a preschool library program reported that children

had improved significantly in social and verbal communication

skills, and they had developed an increased interest in books

and in learning to read; (c) Measured effectiveness of the

parent library program varied little according to the economic

status of participants or to the source of funding for the

program; and (d) The type of materials used, the activities

involved, the physical facility, and the size of the library

budget were unrelated to the effectiveness of the 243 public

library programs (10).

The findings reported by Wayland, obtained by using a

parent-opinion evaluation questionnaire for a parent-child
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preschool storyhour, supported the positive results obtained

by Barass (84). Wayland found that a strong majority of the

eighty mothers of children who attended storyhours noticed

a gain in the social growth of their children and an

increased interest of their children in books. A research

study by Martin provided further evidence of the positive

effects of both beginning library experiences at an early

age and the influence of the home environment upon later

library usage. Martin found that a child brought up in a

home where reading is a major achievement is three times more

likely to use the public library than a child reared in a

home where reading is a minor activity and that three-fourths

of the youngest library patrons will develop a lifelong read-

ing habit (53). More recently, Landy researched the discrim-

inating factors between readers and non-readers among seventh

grade students and found that some of the most statistically

significant and best predictors of the amount of reading were

the extent to which the child and the family used the library,

the number of books the child had to read, and whether the

child had a quiet place to read (45).

A few descriptive surveys of "exemplary" public library

programs for children have been conducted, but the criteria

for inclusion of programs in an "exemplary" category were

either not stated or stated in general terms. Baker analyzed

several hundred library programs identified by a nationwide

survey (9). He selected twenty-five programs for visitations
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and for information from questionnaires. Then he developed

profiles from the data he collected. Baker reported that a

willingness to evaluate was not reflected in the responses

from most public libraries and that evaluative efforts were

rarely mentioned. According to Baker, the few evaluations

which had been undertaken were reported in a casual and off-

hand manner. As a result of this attitude toward evaluation,

Baker urged that evaluative criteria be used to establish a

framework for programs which would provide goals and objec-

tives.

In an effort to set forth needed evaluative criteria,

Baker stated that, in his opinion, library programs which

were "exemplary" were those programs which (a) contained a

high element of appreciation and enjoyment, (b) included clear

methods to provide discipline, (c) fulfilled a need or purpose,

(d) allowed for flexibility to change direction, (e) were

aimed at the development and learning of a basic skill, (f)

had established measurable objectives, (g) involved excellent

staff planning and participant involvement, (h) involved staff

in a professional manner, (i) involved some type of reward or

recognition for excellence, and (j) established a "personality"

while being integrated into a total program (9).

The Far West Laboratory of Educational Research and

Development compiled an annotated catalog of "excellent"

library programs, from a sampling of ten states, for the
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United States Office of Education. However, no criteria for

excellence were included (23).

In the light of the findings of library research related

to the influence of family and home environment on young chil-

dren and early exposure of young children to the public

library, it is not surprising that two trends currently exist

in public library programming. One trend is that programs are

being directed to young children and to parents and adults

who care for children (9, 76). However, two sources have

noted that few attempts have been made to develop programs

for male parents (25, 36). The second trend is that, in

response to demands from patrons, an increasing number of

public libraries are offering programs for toddlers (14, 44,

84). Usually the purposes of these programs are to increase

the effectiveness of parent and child interaction, to prepare

young children for kindergarten or formal reading skills, or

to teach parents and adults who work with young children

aspects of child development, parenting skills, and literature

for children (3, 24, 55, 58, 61, 72).

Specific programs which have been aimed at teaching young

children beginning reading skills included project "Giant

Step" in New Jersey, in which three- and four-year-old chil-

dren and parents were given a twelve-week course in the Doman

method of word recognition. Children were also given lessons

on colors, shapes, number concepts, and how to get along with

peers while parents were given information on nutrition and
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psychology. Results of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Tests,

given by local public school personnel, were "very gratify-

ing" (28).

In the Albuquerque Public Library, a similar activity

was undertaken. This activity had the dual functions of

developing logical thinking skills in four- and five-year-

old children and providing adults with information on

parenting. Both group and individual experiences were pro-

vided for children including arts and crafts, cooking,

Spanish phonics lessons, carpentry, and tape recording

children's stories. Evaluation indicated that this program

was highly successful in terms of the performance of chil-

dren on the Goodenough-Draw-A-Man Test, of the observations

of librarians, and of the responses from the questionnaires

given to parents (9, 23).

An increasing number of public libraries are beginning

to offer sessions on child care and child development for

parents such as Project "Gentle Nudge" at the Oklahoma

Public Library and "You, Your New Baby, and the Library" at

the San Francisco Public Library (14, 23). A pioneering

effort in this informal parent education type of programming

was made in 1965 by the Queens Borough Public Library in New

York in conjunction with Operation Head Start (63). At the

"Preschool Adventure Library" in Johnstown, Pennsylvania,

parents attended a workshop on how to make and to use toys

and games for children (71). The two main goals of a pilot
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program in Connecticut for parents and their two-year-old

children were to provide information both on child develop-

ment and on available materials for young children (17).

Hektoen advocated utilizing skilled community resource

persons to conduct library programs on topics of parent

education (36). The New Orleans Public Library did utilize

experts on child development and reading to present seminars

and to lead discussions for parents on topics of language

acquisition and non-sexist books (9). Similarly, specialists

in child psychiatry were involved in a joint parent and child

program sponsored by the public library and the county mental

health and mental retardation center. Parents participated in

discussion groups on learning through play and the senses

while children were involved in measuring, playing charades,

and identifying sounds, tastes, and textures (9).

In Connecticut, a public library employed a unique method

of providing parenting information to adults through develop-

ing a partnership with other community agencies. A six-day

workshop was conducted at which parents of young children,

directors of early education centers, and librarians con-

vened for the purpose of discussing child development, methods

of teaching reading, and types and uses of available resources

(331.

Research surveys at the national and state levels

indicated that library programs for young children could be
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described as being sporadically planned, lacking in follow-

through, and based upon limited, traditional, and uninnova-

tive ideas (47, 60, 79). After interviewing librarians,

Robotham (65) stated that many librarians provide programs

in a "half-hearted," tentative manner as though programs are

a "frill to be fluttered" at various times. In spite of

these shortcomings, some original public library program

activities are being offered for young children. But, in

general, the effect of such programs on participants, or the

relative merits of one type of program in comparison with

another, has not been empirically investigated successfully

on a large scale.

Ziegler did conduct a two-year experimental study to

evaluate the effect of creative dramatics programs in public

libraries on fourth- and fifth-grade children. A total of

298 participants was divided into three groups. One group

was exposed to creative dramatics, a second group participated

in storytelling, and the third group was exposed only to

library usage. Results indicated that only the children in

the storytelling group made significant gains in interest in

literature, reading ability, creativity, and empathy (88).

The Standards For Children's Services In Public Libraries

offers only general types of library activities for children:

storytelling, preschool programs, reading aloud, audio-visual

programs, and participation in and use of television (5).

While the most popular and widespread type of program offered
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by public libraries for young children has always been the

traditional preschool storyhour, various other unusual pro-

grams have been reported in library literature (25).

Examples of unusual programs include constructing

musical instruments, developing science projects, taking

tours to historical places, singing Caldecott award books,

and presenting live theatrical performances by and for chil-

dren (23, 34, 38, 46). Still other unique programs which

have been given for young children have involved making books,

with the child dictating while the adult prints the story;

busing children to cultural events; televising magic and

puppet shows on cable television, and cooking experiences

(3, 64, 79). Sponsoring birthday parties and conducting

preschool library programs at churches, at housing projects,

and at day care centers have also been attempted by public

libraries (9, 38).

The same diversity that exists in public library services

for young children is also present in the area of programs in

public libraries. The lack of planning and evaluating the

experimental services and programs for young children by

public library personnel is an indication of the need to

clarify the role of this institution. But perhaps an even

more important traditional function of public libraries has

been the provision of materials.
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Materials

The Standards for Children's Services In Public Libraries

states in its section dealing with materials, that books are

the most important means of satisfying the recreational,

informational, and inspirational reading needs of children.

This source further states that other materials such as record-

ings, pictures, and films were essential for providing full

cultural and educational experiences (5). No mention was

made of three-dimensional educational materials such as

toys, games, and manipulatives because the concept of play

as a mode of learning has been unrecognized by public library

administrators. These materials have been considered

frivilous and invalid items in public library settings (8,

25). Moreover, traditional selection policies of public

libraries emphasized quality printed materials of enduring

value. As a result, cloth, toy, and scratch and sniff books,

which could provide valuable experiences for young children,

were generally excluded from public library collections (25).

Recently, however, public library authorities have begun

to recognize that young children do not develop reading

skills by the use of books alone, but they also gain important

skills from playing with the first "reading tools"--three-

dimensional objects (3, 4, 13). An evidence of the recent

change in attitude and policy toward materials, other than

the standard types of books and audio-visual equipment, was

the establishment by a group of children's librarians of
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much needed guidelines for the selection and effective use

of appropriate educational toys (37). The authors of these

guidelines were the Connecticut Realia Committee, who

utilized the expertise of an early childhood education con-

sultant.

Realia were defined as being any three-dimensional

object which the child handles, manipulates, or plays with to

gain direct experience and information about his environment.

Realia may include games, toys, puppets, globes, puzzles,

costumes, and musical instruments. Since the important role

which realia can play in the early development of young chil-

dren is recognized today, "toys" or "realia" has become a

keyword pertaining to materials now provided by public

libraries for young children (31, 37, 72).

The Erie Media Library for Preschoolers, based upon the

recommendations of the Far West Laboratory of Educational

Research and Development, has served as a model for other

libraries by providing materials previously disregarded by

library personnel (3, 20, 62, 79). Included in the Erie

collection and available for both home and library use are

all types of realia, a "parent shelf" of adult resource

materials for and about children, and live pets in cages.

Additional materials at the Erie Media Library are audio-

visual hardward and software, including video-tape equipment

to produce neighborhood "experience records" of children and

taped recordings of their conversations (72).
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The Illinois Library Association reported that teaching

machines for programmed learning and puzzles made from book

jackets were available materials in that state (38). Pro-

vision of arts and crafts materials including seed pods,

beach pebbles and shells, paints, clay, and construction

paper have also been recommended (4, 52). Many of these

materials were furnished for use in a public library in

Albuquerque as part of a Pre-School Readiness Program.

Blocks, dollhouse equipment, a play kitchen center, and listen-

ing stations were also provided (9, 23). The literature

indicates that other public libraries are circulating puppets

of storybook characters as well as video-tape players and

video cassettes (66, 70) .

Brown conducted a survey by means of a questionnaire of

the various types of media currently provided and utilized in

235 public libraries in the nation, and he reported some

additional nontraditional types of materials available (12).

In Sheridan, Wyoming, a public library provides a wireless

listening facility which enables children to walk around the

room while listening to music or to stories. Installation

of large stuffed storybook characters and a speaker system to

greet children with recorded messages are planned for the

future (12). At a public library in St. Louis, Missouri,

microscopes and slides are available for children to view

found or purchased specimens (12).
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Two other research attempts were found which dealt with

library materials for children. Williams (86) studied the

effectiveness of grouping easy fiction books for primary grade

children by areas of interest. Data were collected from tally

sheets of students which denoted requests for help in locat-

ing materials, from questionnaire to teachers and the librar-

ian, and from interviews with some students who participated

in the Master's thesis study. Findings indicated that

students preferred and became more independent in selecting

books by using an interest area arrangement as compared to

an author arrangement (86).

Brown (12) reported that local evaluations were made

about effect upon book circulation of a nonprint Multimedia

Project at the Pierre Bottineau Children's Library in

Minneapolis, Minnesota. The evaluations of this project

stressed that (a) the atmosphere of the library changed

since children spent more time in the library than formerly,

using audiovisual equipment and realia individually; (b) the

inclusion of multimedia in the library collection increased

overall circulation statistics; (c) the most popular items

circulated were those which could be used without equipment

as games, puzzles, and toys; and (d) the circulation of both

print and nonprint media did not reduce the circulation of

print materials. Brown concluded from these findings that,

evidently, children did not regard multimedia as substitutes

for books (12).
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In order to effectively utilize a multimedia approach

to library materials, adequate space and the appropriate

physical environment must be provided. The design and the

physical facilities inside the library building can exert a

large influence not only on the types of materials provided,

but also on the services and programs available for young

children.

Physical Facilities

Neither specific qualitative nor quantitative data based

upon empirical research, concerning physical facilities

appropriate for young children in public libraries, were

indicated in the literature. However, descriptive articles

were found in which public library personnel recommended

particular physical facilities or briefly stated physical

facilities currently existing or lacking. A few research

studies were found which did not deal explicitly with the

aspect of physical facilities, but yet did result in scant

findings on this particular topic.

The present Standards For Children's Services in Public

Libraries stated in its section on physical facilities that

all libraries should have separately allocated space for

children's services and activities and that the furniture

and the equipment used should be designed and located to

meet the needs of children (51. Elizabeth Gross, a library

authority in children's services, recommended that a portion
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of the area for children be allocated exclusively for chil-

dren of primary school age and younger, and this authority

warned that inclusion of fountains or pools with fish and

plants may present a hazard to young children (30). Gross

further advised that in designing these quarters, the chil-

dren's librarian be consulted because the children's

librarian knows the current needs of children better than

architects or administrative personnel (30).

Harrod, in considering the needs of children through

elementary school age, recommended that a lavatory and cloak

room be provided for the exclusive use of children as well

as the inclusion of flowers and fish to encourage an interest

in natural history. Harrod also recommended that stairs

should not lead to the children's section, due to the tempta-

tion that this arrangement offered for play, and that the

children's section should not be in the basement, as children

might feel that they are inferior (32) .

McKinney made the following suggestions regarding physical

facilities for children three to seven years of age: a bath-

room, water fountain, child-sized furniture, cloak room and

storage space, an area for parents, a food preparation sec-

tion, exterior play area, first aid station, large windows,

and a bulletin board (52). Very recently, the public library

has given consideration to physical facilities for toddlers.

Elsmo believes that, for this age level, public libraries
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should provide high chairs, bouncing chairs, rockers,

strollers, and playpens (20).

Some descriptions of physical facilities currently pro-

vided by public libraries for young children were given by

Brown, Jackson, and Sivulich (12, 39, 72). Brown described

the innovative and comprehensive concept of physical

facilities which is exemplified at the Whitmore Public Library

in Salt Lake City, Utah. However, no indication of any

particular age range for use of these facilities was given.

The Whitmore Public Library included a production center for

audiovisual materials, a music practice room, television sets,

an auditorium with a kitchen, a dressing room, and a stage

and piano for theatrical events (12).

An illustrated card catalog with photographs of authors

and pictures of subject categories such as books about

animals, children, colors, and numbers was described by

Jackson (39). The Erie Media Library for Preschoolers is

equipped with climbing and hiding environments, a movable

"listening cave," a lounge and refreshment area for parents

to observe their youngsters playing, and mobile furniture

and bookcases (72).

Empirical evidence concerning public library spatial

facility needs was collected by Ladd for the United States

government. Ladd selected a stratified random sample of

spatial facilities of 1,460 public libraries from the 8,300

public libraries in the nation. He compared the data from
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the sample with existing standards promulgated by professional

associations and states. Ladd concluded that public libraries

generally have inadequate space. At least 84 per cent of the

population was served by libraries which did not have as much

as .6 square foot per capita in the main library (43). These

findings from a national study were supported by research

evidence obtained by Erdahl as a result of a state survey of

public library service to children in Illinois. Erdahl sent

questionnaires to the 613 public libraries in Illinois. Lack

of space was the most frequently mentioned problem (21).

After analyzing the questionnaires sent to several

hundred public libraries and visiting and evaluating those

libraries which had exemplary media programs for children,

Baker found that library personnel were convinced that

physical facilities were more vital to the program than they

really were. However, the evidence Baker collected showed

that while the physical facility housing a program may have

been a factor in the success or failure of a program, the

physical facility was not the crucial factor. Programs that

had a truly salutary impact on children transcended poor

facilities (9).

The extent to which physical facilities impede or

improve public library programs and services for young chil-

dren seems to be debatable, Inadequate physical facilities

did actually result in the termination, after ten months, of

a joint project between a day care center and a branch of
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the New York Public Library. In giving the reasons for

discontinuing the cooperative programming, library personnel

stated that the concept of providing day care in a public

library was a good idea only if initially planned for

architecturally (69),

Serving very young children in a public library presents

several architectural problems which an appropriately

designed physical facility could alleviate. Both Tilley and

Edmister mentioned several specific needs and considerations,

including a safe area for children, a noise-proof area which

would not annoy other patrons, and sufficient space to

navigate carriages and strollers (19, 81). Tilley urged

libraries to meet these needs by designing facilities which

were more inviting and easier to use for parents and young

children (81). Edmister reported a different solution to

handling these unmet needs--having another community agency

undertake responsibility generally assumed by public libraries.

A Parent Education Resource Center was established by the

Department of Adult Education of the Montgomery County Public

Schools, in Maryland, for parents who could observe and play

with their children in a suitable physical environment (19).

Personnel

One of the most crucial areas to be considered in public

library work with young children is personnel. Yet a review

of the literature did not reveal any definitive research
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studies at the national level as to the appropriate qualifi-

cations of public library personnel working with young chil-

dren. The literature did indicate several needs assessment

surveys at the local, state, and national levels which pro-

vided a basis for the recommendations of librarians for the

needs and qualifications of public library personnel who

work with young children.

The President of the Association for Library Service to

Children Division of the ALA stated that personnel should be

the top priority in improving service to children, rather than

concentrating efforts on space, programs, or materials.

Anderson found that only eighteen public libraries of ninety-

five in North Carolina had a librarian who worked full time

with children (7). The Children's Coordinator for New York

Public Library said at the 1977 annual conference of the ALA

that children's librarians often do not know enough about

children (22). Sivulich stated that the main reason why

public library personnel have given such a low priority to

serving preschoolers is that children's librarians have not

been given adequate training in this area of specialization

(73).

A Youth Services Delphi Survey, given to all children's

librarians in the Dallas Public Library system, revealed the

following pertaining to staffing;
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(a) over 70 per cent agreed or partially agreed that

early childhood experience or coursework should be a require-

ment for hiring children's librarians,

(b) 95 per cent agreed or partially agreed that person-

ality, interest, and talent should be more strongly considered

in hiring children's librarians than experience or education,

(c) 91 per cent agreed that children's librarians do not

come to the library already equipped with program presentation

skills,

(d) a strong consensus indicated that more resources

should be allocated for training children's librarians in

program presentation techniques and for continuing education,

and

(e) a strong consensus indicated that experienced chil-

dren's librarians should plan and provide for the in-service

training of new children's librarians (16).

Continuing education for professional librarians was one

of the prime nationwide library needs identified at a regional

hearing of the National Committee on Library and Information

Science (75). As a result of a national survey, Tate also

recognized the need for continuing in-service education for

children's librarians in public libraries. Her recommendations

included a national or interstate system of in-service train-

ing (79)t Sivulich has reported the need for continuing educa-

tion of children's librarians in the specific areas of early

childhood development, language development, and special
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techniques of preschool programming (73). In response to the

need for providing library personnel with research background,

currently both the Connecticut State Library and the ALA are

concentrating on national, regional, and state continuing

education on the topic of how to develop research projects

(35).

Krueger, based upon her experiences as a library con-

sultant, described the courses and information which library

schools should, but generally do not, teach students who plan

to work with children in public libraries. Recommended

courses included child development, child psychology, methods

of teaching reading, and practical experience or field work

(42). Tate conducted a national survey of the status of

public library service to young children and made recommenda-

tions similar to those of Krueger for the pre-service prepara-

tion of children's librarians. In addition, Tate recommended

that pre-service preparation incorporate thoroughly the teacher

education aspect of librarianship, and that training be given

in interaction with children, early language development, and

the sociology of childhood (79).

In 1972, and again in 1975, Witucke conducted surveys of

the policies of library schools throughout the United States

in regard to field experience, which is comparable to student

teaching and is unpaid and professionally supervised. Witucke

found, in 1972, that few library schools required field work

or made it available to library students. This trend was
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still apparent in 1975. Witucke stated that very little

hard data existed on the effect and evaluation of preprofes-

sional library experience (87).

Phinazee investigated the extent to which librarians

were being educated specifically for serving young children

and how young children were actually being served. To collect

the data for this research, Phinazee searched library school

catalogs, visited libraries conducting exemplary work with

young children, and made on-site surveys of service to young

children in public libraries in North Carolina. Findings

revealed that children's librarians were more interested in

serving young children after the children had learned to

read. A recommendation was made that more attention should

be given to the area of educating children's librarians in

how to serve young children (59).

Price also surveyed public library services to preschool

children in North Carolina and found a clear need to increase

the number and the competencies of library specialists in the

area of early childhood education (60). Sivulich expressed

the need that more library schools prepare students to work

with preschoolers. She also advocated a cross-disciplinary

approach in designing the library science curriculum in

addition to requiring a practicum at a laboratory nursery

school (73).

At a government sponsored library conference, Farrell

recommended several strategies aimed at qualifying public
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library personnel who work with young children. Strategies

included provision of pre-service and in-service training of

librarians in early childhood education, learning and play

theory, and human development. Still other recommendations

were the involvement of paraprofessionals and volunteers such as

teenagers and senior citizens in the operation of public

library programs for young children (25). The recruitment

and training of volunteers to work with young children has

been advocated by the Preschool Services and Parent Education

Committee of the ALA. This committee further suggested

enlisting the help of community specialists and resource

persons, as child development and preschool teachers, to train

library volunteers (2).

A research study by Baker supported the utilization of

volunteers in public libraries. Baker found that the incor-

poration of the work of diverse professional, paraprofessional,

and voluntary support personnel, was a notable factor in

successful library media programs (9). Currently, public

libraries are utilizing volunteers to a greater extent than

a few years ago to work with young children (77).

Qualities which a librarian working with children should

possess, according to Harrod, are a liking for and interest

in children, knowledge of child behavior, and the ability to

be a good disciplinarian (32). Similarly, the personnel

section of the Standards For Children's Services in Public

Libraries stated that children's librarians are qualified by
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formal training and personal attributes, as a liking for,

understanding of, and ability to work with children of all

ages (5). McKinney stressed competence in the use of audio-

visual equipment and an understanding of the child and his

home environment (52),

Competence in working with adults and familiarity of

resources about children for adults is another expressed

personnel qualification for public librarians working with

young children, their parents, and teachers. Gross emphasized

the importance of working effectively with adults by pointing

out that children's librarians in public libraries spend one-

quarter of their time working with adults (30). Yet, Warncke

stated that children's librarians have had to work with adults

without any formal training in this area (83). Librarians

also need to become knowledgeable in materials published for

adults on topics such as children's literature, children's

rights, childhood diseases,and the psychology of childhood (3).

Moreover, as answers to "coping" questions are increasingly

sought by adults, librarians need to provide information and

referral services whereby a person with a problem or need is

linked with a service which can meet that need or problem.

Therefore, librarians must possess the ability to understand

that problem and the vast resources that will address that

problem (51).

A review of the literature indicates that librarians who

work with young children in public libraries do not appear to
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be adequately trained to meet the present demands of society.

However, attempts are being made to improve both the pre-

service and the in-service training of children's librarians

in public libraries. An Early Childhood Library Specialist

Program has been initiated at North Carolina Central Univer-

sity. The three components of this program are the curriculum,

a model early learning center, and laboratory work with chil-

dren and parents, under the supervision of experienced

children's librarians. The curriculum includes courses in

early childhood materials, methods and services for early

childhood, parent education, school-community relationships,

field work or internship, and related course work in fields

of education or psychology (47, 59, 69).

The University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Library

and Information Science has initiated a course on the topic

of library service for early childhood programs. This course

includes introduction to the fundamentals of reading as a

learning process, creative dramatics, and evaluation of

television programs for parents and children (56). In

Connecticut, Hektoen initiated a pilot project to train

children's librarians in child development, learning theory,

and related subjects (25) .

In an interim report of the Early Childhood Creative

Library Project, aimed at training parents and babysitters

to teach preschool children through the use of educational

games, Fast (181 stated that children's librarians felt
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inadequate in determining the age level for toys and the

specific learning objectives involved. The children's

librarians felt that their training did not prepare them to

make such decisions (18). Utilization of child development

or early childhood education specialists as consultants to

aid librarians in planning, producing,and utilizing learn-

ing materials, program, services, and physical facilities may

be one solution to this lack of training (79). Greenville

County Library in South Carolina has employed an early child-

hood consultant for the "Little Kids" project,which serves

children three years of age and younger (61). However, this

type of joint effort is rarely found (59).

To summarize, in all five areas of public library

involvement with young children--services, programs, materials,

physical facilities, and personnel---research, evaluation, clear

goals, and functions, are lacking. Although varied services

and programs are being provided for young children by a few

public libraries, planning and follow-through are needed.

Often the design and furnishings of the public library physical

facility are inappropriate and inadequate for the collection

and utilization of materials other than books and basic audio-

visual equipment. The personnel of public libraries who work

with young children need more extensive pre-service and in-

service preparation in working with and understanding the

development and learning processes of their clientele.

Closer cooperation and consultation with early childhood
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education authorities and child development specialists could

result in a clearer realization of the role of the public

library. Such cooperation could also result in the improve-

ment of services, programs, materials, physical facilities

and personnel qualifications of public libraries serving young

children,
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

This chapter delineates the instrumentation, the selec-

tion of respondents, and the procedures for the collection of

data. Procedures for the analysis and methods for reporting

the data are also included.

Instrumentation

For the purposes of this study, a questionnaire and an

interview schedule were developed by this researcher. The

five areas of public library work with young children which

were included in both the questionnaire and the interview

schedule were (a) services for young children, (b) programs

for young children, (c) materials for young children, (d)

physical facilities for young children, and (e) personnel

working with young children. These five areas of public

libraries were selected because they represent the five areas

generally considered in public library work with young chil-

dren (1).

Questionnaire

The initial questionnaire was developed by utilizing the

data gathered from a survey of forty students in five graduate

early childhood education classes at North Texas State
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University. The students were asked to make recommendations

for public libraries to utilize in serving young children in

each of the five areas (Appendix A). A survey of the litera-

ture was also conducted to generate items for the initial

questionnaire. The recommendations from students were included

as well as items developed from the review of the literature.

The initial questionnaire consisted of seventy items. The

sections on services and programs each consisted of thirteen

items, and the section on materials consisted of twenty-three

items. The section of physical facilities consisted of eleven

items, and the section on personnel consisted of ten items

(Appendix B).

After developing the initial questionnaire, a pilot study

was conducted. Five early childhood education doctoral

candidates at North Texas State University rated each item on

a three-point scale--clear, unclear, or irrelevant. Twenty-

eight items were classified by three of the respondents as

unclear. These twenty-eight items were reworded and resub-

mitted to the same jury members. Reworded items are indicated

by asterisks in Appendix B. No items were classified as

irrelevant. The revised questionnaire was then developed

(Appendix C).

The validity of the revised questionnaire was tested by

a panel of five persons with doctorates in early childhood

education. The panel was nominated by the program area head

in early childhood education at North Texas State University.
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Those items which three persons from the panel of five agreed

were valid were retained. Four items were deleted and are

indicated by asterisks in Appendix C.

The reliability of the validated questionnaire was tested.

Fifty-one students from five graduate classes in early child-

hood education at North Texas State University were asked to

complete the questionnaire. Fourteen days later, the same

students again completed the questionnaire, with the items

scrambled. The reliability for each item was computed, using

a Kuder-Richardson formula (4, p. 134). The reliability

coefficients for each item of the questionnaire are presented

in Table IVin Appendix D. Items with a reliability below .35

were deleted. The .35 level of reliability was used for two

reasons. Correlations at this level are statistically sig-

nificant beyond the .01 level (2, p. 358) and a minimum of

five items was designated to be included in each of the five

sections of the questionnaire. Twenty-three items were

deleted and are indicated by asterisks in Appendix E.

The final questionnaire consisted of forty-four items

(Appendix F). The section on services consisted of eight

items, the section on programs consisted of ten items, and

the section on materials consisted of fourteen items. The

section on physical facilities consisted of seven items, and

the section on personnel consisted of five items. Space was

also provided after each of the five sections for respondents

to write other items and comments.
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Authorities who responded to the items on the question-

naire were also asked to provide information related to the

number of years of experience working with and/or planning

for young children, age, most recently earned degree and area

of specialization, presentations to a national professional

organization during the last five years, and publications of

books or articles in the field of early childhood education

during the past five years. This information was obtained in

order to confirm that the early childhood education authorities

who were nominated either by the three area heads of the early

childhood education programs in the Federation of North Texas

Area Universities or by the Early Childhood Education Con-

sultant for the Texas Education Agency met at least three of

the five criteria which were initially designated.

Interview Schedule

An interview schedule (Appendix G) was developed based

upon the research questions. Five broad open-ended questions

were developed to use as a guide in the interviews. The

interview schedule was modified after the results of the

questionnaires were analyzed in order to incorporate the

major concerns within the five broad sections (Appendix H).

The interview schedule was pilot tested by interviewing

in person the Early Childhood Education Consultant at Region

X Educational Service Center and by interviewing via telephone

the Early Childhood Education Consultant at Region XI
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Educational Service Center in Texas. The interviews were

recorded on cassette tapes with the permission of the inter-

viewees. These pilot tests were conducted to determine the

clarity and validity of the questions, to verify the effec-

tiveness of the personal interview technique, and to generate

more specific follow-up questions for each general question

asked of the respondent.

Selection of Respondents

Questionnaire

Fifty-nine early childhood education authorities received

the questionnaire developed for the purposes of this study.

In order to select respondents for the questionnaire, the

three area heads of the early childhood education programs in

the Federation of North Texas Area Universities and the Early

Childhood Education Consultant for the Texas Education Agency

were each asked by letter (Appendix I) to identify twenty-

five early childhood education authorities who met at least

three of the following five criteria:

(a) a descriptive book, article, or research publication

in the field of early childhood education in the past five

years,

(b) a presentation to a national group in an appropriate

field of study in the past five years,
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(c) a doctorate degree in an appropriate area of

specialization (early childhood education, child development,

child psychology),

(d) a minimum of forty years of age, and

(e) a minimum of ten years of experience working with and/

or planning for young children.

A total of forty different authorities were identified through

this method. The questionnaire was mailed to the forty

authorities nominated by this procedure as well as to the

nineteen early childhood education authorities nominated by

the procedure described in the paragraph below.

Interview Schedule

A panel of eleven nationally recognized early childhood

education authorities responded to both the questionnaire

and the interview schedule. To generate a list of nationally

recognized early childhood education authorities, the

Executive Director of the National Association for the Educa-

tion of Young Children (NAEYC) and the Executive Secretary of

the Association for Childhood Education International (ACEI)

were each asked by letter (Appendix J) to submit a list of ten

outstanding authorities in early childhood education in the

United States. A total of nineteen names were obtained through

this method.

The two authorities whose names appeared on both the

lists from NAEYC and from ACEI were selected to be interviewed
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first. The remainder of the names were alphabetized by last

name and a table of random numbers was used to establish the

order in which the nominees would be contacted (4, p. 410).

After nine additional nominees had agreed to participate in

the study, contacts were discontinued. A total of eleven

early childhood education authorities were asked to partici-

pate in the study through interviews.

Procedures for the Collection of Data

Questionnaire

The questionnaire (Appendix F) was mailed with a cover

letter (Appendix K) to a total of fifty-nine early childhood

education authorities identified by the two methods described

above. These two methods of obtaining the nominations for

early childhood education authorities formed the basis for

the separation of all of the questionnaire respondents into

two groups. Group I consisted of those early childhood educa-

tion authorities who were nominated either by the Executive

Director of NAEYC or by the Executive Secretary of ACEI. Nine-

teen early childhood education authorities were included in

Group I. Group II consisted of those early childhood education

authorities who were nominated either by one of the three area

heads of the early childhood education programs in the Federa-

tion of North Texas Area Universities or by the Early

Childhood Education Consultant for the Texas Education Agency.
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Forty early childhood education authorities were included

in Group II.

Follow-up procedures for the questionnaire were deter-

mined. Three weeks after the original mailing of the ques-

tionnaire and cover letter, twenty-two usable questionnaires

had been returned. At the end of the three weeks, follow-up

letters (Appendix L) and a second copy of the questionnaire

were mailed to the remaining thirty-seven authorities. Two

weeks after mailing the follow-up letter and questionnaire,

a total of forty usable questionnaires had been returned. The

early childhood education authorities from whom a response had

not been received were contacted by telephone to inquire if

they intended to participate in the study. Four authorities

responded affirmatively. After these four questionnaires were

received, data collection ceased. Fifty of the fifty-nine ques-

tionnaires were returned, and forty-four of them were usable.

Six questionnaires returned were unusable because they

were not completed by the early childhood education authorities

nominated. Two early childhood education authorities returned

the questionnaire with a letter stating that they felt they

did not possess adequate knowledge on the topic of public

libraries. Two others mailed the questionnaire with a letter

stating that, due to lack of time and other commitments, they

could not participate. Two early childhood education authori-

ties gave the questionnaire to librarians to complete and these

were not utilized.
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Interview Schedule

Eleven of the nineteen early childhood education authori-

ties in Group I were requested by telephone to participate in

the study by consenting to be interviewed in addition to

completing the questionnaire. Each of the eleven early child-

hood education authorities was asked to determine the preferred

method of response for the interview--personal interview, a

telephone interview, or a cassette taped interview. Five

authorities preferred personal interviews, while five chose

telephone interviews, and one authority decided to respond by

using a cassette tape. Permission was obtained from each

interviewee for the interview to be recorded on cassette tape.

A letter to confirm the date and the time of the interview

and to provide a copy of the interview schedule was mailed

to each of the participants prior to the interview.

Procedures for the Analysis of Data

Questionnaire

The number of each of the three possible responses--

recommended, not recommended, or undecided--was tabulated for

each of the forty-four items on the questionnaire. Percent-

ages of each type of response were calculated for each

separate item on the questionnaire.

The percentage of recommended and not recommended

responses for each item was compared between Group I and

Group II, using the test of the statistical significance of
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the difference between the percentages of the two groups (3,

pp. 135-138). This test was made to determine if there was

a statistically significant difference between the early

childhood education authorities in Group I and the early child-

hood education authorities in Group II for the percentage of

recommended and not recommended responses for each item of the

questionnaire.

Interview Schedule

Transcriptions were made from the cassette tapes of the

eleven interviews. Three early childhood education doctoral

candidates from North Texas State University were asked to

identify each distinct appropriate recommendation of the

early childhood education authorities from the transcriptions.

Data from the transcriptions of the interviews, which two of

the three agreed were distinct and appropriate recommendations,

were identified. A matrix was made which included fifty-five

cells for recording the recommendations of each of the eleven

interviewees in the five areas of services, programs, materials,

physical facilities, and personnel of the public library work-

ing with young children. The matrix was then completed by

classifying the recommendations which had been identified into

the appropriate cells.
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Methods of Reporting the Data

Questionnaire

Appropriate tables were utilized to present the percent-

ages of the three possible responses of the early childhood

education authorities to each item of the questionnaire.

Tables were also utilized to present the percentage of recom-

mended and not recommended responses of both Group I and Group

II as well as to present the reliability levels for each item

of the questionnaire. Those items which were rated recommended

by at least 65 per cent of the respondents were included in

the guidelines for public libraries to utilize in serving

young children.

Interview Schedule

A written narrative report was made of the interview data,

summarizing significant comments of the early childhood educa-

tion authorities for each of the five areas of the public

library. Data from the interview schedule were used to develop

guidelines for public libraries to utilize in serving young

children.

Summary

This chapter has presented an overall view of the

instrumentation, selection of respondents, and the methods

used to collect the data. Procedures for the analysis and
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interpretation of data and the methods for reporting the data

were reported.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Report and Statistical Analysis of the Data

This chapter details the statistical treatment and analy-

sis used to answer the research questions, based upon data

collected from the questionnaires and the interviews. The

research questions which formed the basis for this study were

1. What services should public libraries provide for

young children?

2. That programs should public libraries provide for

young children?

3. What materials should public libraries provide for

young children?

4. What physical facilities should public libraries

provide for young children?

5. What personnel should public libraries provide for

young children?

Analysis of the Interviews

Services.--Six persons discussed the standard public

library policy that children must be able to print their name

in order to obtain a public library card, which enables them

to enjoy the service of checking out materials by themselves.
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Discussion of this particular policy was instigated by the

general question of the age level for which public library

programs should be offered. Opinions were evenly split, with

three respondents favoring and three respondents disfavoring

this policy. Half of the six respondents felt that the policy

served as a beneficial motivational factor. The other respon-

dents felt that the policy created unnecessary pressure and

barriers for children, instead of fostering the idea that the

library is a friendly and welcome place to visit.

The service of providing some type of care for babies

and young children to accommodate adults who are involved in

informal library programs, was suggested by three respondents

as being a legitimate and convenient service of the public

library. Extension or outreach services, involving library

staff in visits to homes or to daycare centers to train adults

in storytelling and in the selection of materials, were

discussed by five respondents. Four respondents believed that

these activities were needed and were within the appropriate

role of the public library. One respondent held the opinion

that too many people already "invade" the home.

Coordination, extension, and integration of public library

services with those already available in the community was

stressed by all eleven of the respondents. All respondents

were in agreement that the public library should avoid

duplication or competition with existing services. One

respondent remarked that no blanket set of services which
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public libraries should provide could be stated, since the

appropriateness of a particular service needed to be considered

in the light of what services were being offered by other

agencies in the community. To insure avoidance of unnecessary

duplication of services, a method was described by one respon-

dent. The technique consisted of the formation of an inter-

agency planning commission, which would meet regularly to

determine the function and services which were most appropriate

for each member agency.

Programs.--Recommendations from the eleven early child-

hood education authorities interviewed regarding public

library programs for young children varied greatly both as to

the age level for which programs should be presented and as

to the actual content and type of program. The majority of

respondents did agree that parent education programs of some

type were needed and that these programs should be conducted

or sponsored by the public library.

Nine respondents discussed the minimum age of the child

for which public library programs should be offered. Toddler

programs with parents as joint participants were considered

appropriate by four respondents. Suggested content for such

programs included play with toys, fine motor coordination

activities, or musical rhythm experiences. Three respondents

believed that programs should be provided for children who

were at least three years of age. Two respondents felt that
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no programs should be offered for children who were under

six years of age.

Ten respondents gave recommendations regarding the

traditional weekly storyhour programs held at public libraries

for young children. The vote was seven in favor and three

opposed. One reason given for vetoing storyhours was that

children are often placed in group situations at too early

an age, and consequently, a large portion of the time is

spent in disciplining children. A second reason given was

that stories are personal experiences which should be pre-

sented to young children on a one-to-one basis, preferably

with the parent holding the child on his lap. Another

comment was that love of literature is probably cultivated

in young children not by having a stranger tell or read

stories, but by having a teacher or family member experience

the story with the child. None of the three respondents who

were opposed to storyhour programs felt there was any value

in having librarians read to children at the public library,

and they suggested librarians spend the time training others

to tell stories.

No authority interviewed mentioned that parents should

not be allowed to watch or to participate at public library

programs for young children, while six respondents believed

that having parents observe children in storyhour or help

children during arts and crafts activities was beneficial to
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both parent and child. Televising storyhours, puppet shows,

and similar programs was suggested by three respondents.

Other types of public library programs for young chil-

dren which were recommended included children's theatre;

pajama evening storyhours; creative dramatics; multi-ethnic

and multi-cultural themes to foster understanding of diverse

groups; parent/child cooking; and music, science, and dance

experiences. Four respondents suggested that subject special-

ists or local resource persons present the program or that

these programs be coordinated with local agencies such as the

zoo, art museum, or health center.

Two respondents specifically stated that there was

probably no area of the early childhood education curriculum

which was inappropriate for public library programs because

experiences in all areas contribute to the general enrichment

of life. On the other hand, three respondents advocated

presenting programs infrequently of any type other than the

storyhour. The basis for this opinion was the belief that

art, music, or science activities were not the proper areas

for public library involvement but that they were merely

aimed at entertainment, as if books were not interesting

enough in themselves for children.

The authorities interviewed held differing opinions

regarding the provision of film programs for young children

at public libraries. One respondent was totally opposed to

showing films to young children, on the premise that viewing
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films is a second-hand experience for young children.

Another respondent advocated showing "lovely" films.

No authority interviewed stated that parent education

programs were inappropriate activities for public libraries

while nine respondents felt strongly that a definite need

exists to help parents become more competent in their roles,

and that public libraries should move toward this direction.

Five of the nine authorities who favored parent education

programs also believed that the public library should sponsor

the presentations but that experts should actually conduct

the sessions.

Suggested content of the programs included child develop-

ment topics; criteria for the selection of quality books,

toys, and television programs for young children; book reviews

on controversial publications; storytelling; and infant care.

Teaching parents how to "make" books for toddlers by using

pictures clipped from magazines, was also suggested. Various

methods were offered to train parents such as loaning video

tape recordings on child development, distributing annotated

bibliographies of children's books, displaying appropriate

demonstration materials of fine quality, and arranging for

parents to meet at the public library to discuss common con-

cerns and problems related to child-rearing. Reaching mothers-

to-be through local medical centers and maternity wards was

advocated by three respondents. The needs of single parents
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were discussed by one authority interviewed, who suggested

that the public library sponsor pot luck suppers to encourage

interaction among families.

Having day care personnel, family day care mothers, and

teachers of young children as the target audience for educa-

tional training programs in storytelling and in the selection

of books for young children, was described by seven respon-

dents as both needed and desirable. Training day care

personnel in techniques of book mending was particularly

emphasized by one respondent. As evidence of these needs, two

respondents pointed out that most centers for young children

they had seen had book collections of poor quality, and little

money to spend for the purchase of books. However, two

respondents believed that the responsibility for training

personnel who work with young children belonged to and was

being carried out by the Community Colleges and Colleges of

Education. One respondent commented that success or failure

of programs for parents or teachers should not be based upon

or judged by merely the number of adults in attendance, but

by the quality and content of the actual program.

One respondent elaborated upon a unique service and

related program which she felt public library personnel who

work with young children should undertake. She believed that

public library personnel should work with teachers and parents

to develop creative ways of increasing the capacity of young

children to listen, assimilate, process, and use language.
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Specifically, this respondent believed that due to watching

television, young children have become dehabilitated in their

ability to listen, read, think, and communicate verbally.

In the opinion of this respondent, a serious national problem

exists in that young children have been diverted from the

usual process of learning through the expository mode of

language toward depending upon the visual mode of television.

Having children's librarians help parents and teachers learn

to tell and to read stories was cited as one possible means

of correcting this deficiency in young children, and serving

as a counterfoil to the seductive mode of watching television.

Materials.--Each of the eleven authorities interviewed

felt that recordings should be among the materials available

at public libraries for young children to use at home. Eight

respondents voiced an opinion regarding the provision of

listening and viewing centers with cassette tapes or record-

ings and filmstrips, to be used in the public library by

young children. Five of the eight respondents were in favor

of providing listening and viewing centers in the library,

while three respondents were opposed. One authority urged

that the public library not concentrate on audiovisual

machines or gadgets as she preferred that young children have

more opportunities to converse together and to invent things

themselves. Such experiences were considered by this respon-

dent to be preferable to relying on mechanical equipment.
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Other materials for use in the public library which

were suggested by those authorities interviewed included

talking typewriters, paints, easels, clay, manipulatives,

marbles, a piano, cloth. and cardboard books that would not

tear, and pets in glass cages for children to watch but not

to handle. One respondent stated specifically that cloth or

cardboard books should remain in the library and not be loaned

for use elsewhere, as young children need to have their own

books of this type to carry around for a much longer span of

time than the normal check-out period.

The comparison was made that young children can become

as upset at learning that a puzzle piece is missing as an

adult may be at learning that a page in a book is torn. There-

fore, this respondent recommended that careful inspection of

toys be made, in order to make necessary replacements for all

types of realia for young children.

Musical rhythm band instruments were discussed by six

respondents, each of whom believed that such materials should

be provided for use either at home, in the library, or at

both places. Costumes for dramatic play experiences were

considered desirable materials by four respondents for the

public library collection. However, one respondent dis-

approved due to sanitary reasons. Scientific realia such as

magnets and magnifying glasses were recommended by five

respondents for inclusion in the collection.
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Two authorities interviewed stated that any toys or

scientific realia housed at the public library for young

children should be related to books on the same topic. The

reason given for this was that by this method children would

be more likely to relate the concrete three-dimensional object

to the abstract printed book. Arranging temporary exhibits

of materials to display realia and to offer adults suggestions

for appropriate related activities for young children was

recommended by four authorities interviewed.

Physical facilities.--Ten authorities interviewed gave

a verbal picture of the physical facility in terms of the

purposes and the functions which they believed public libraries

should serve. Of the eleven respondents, five believed that

public libraries for young children should be active places,

while five others believed public libraries should be quiet

places.

Respondents who believed a public library should be a

quiet place conceived of this institution as being primarily

a warehouse or a source of supply for materials of the best

quality. For these five respondents the public library should

be a place where children and adults can come together to

select, check out, and take home materials, but not actually

remain to view, listen, or manipulate materials on the prem-

ises. The public library should, in the opinion of these
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five respondents, also serve the function of being a forum

place for the presentation and exposure of new ideas and

issues to the public.

Five of the authorities interviewed, however, held the

opinion that the public library should be an active place

where children and adults could not only obtain materials to

take and use at home, but could also become involved in

activities and experiences with materials on the premises.

Within this type of physical facility, these five respondents

recommended having as many materials as possible for children

to operate and to explore by themselves at various interest

centers. One respondent described this setting as a safe

haven where children could learn informally, and feel comfort-

able and at home.

The five respondents,who envisioned public libraries as

active places for young children, likened their conceptions

to one of the following places:

(a) a Scandinavian play environment having indoor

interest centers and outdoor spaces for gardens and play

equipment;

(b) a multi-purpose comprehensive, part museum, part

library facility, resembling a good preschool center with

various activity and interest areas, to be used by children

with adults, on a short-term basis during the day;
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(c) a library area occupying one segment within a

community cluster, or being physically attached and adminis-

tratively related to another agency for children;

(d) a three-part area having a section for parents and

children to read, view, listen, or handle materials together;

a section for children to work or play or look at books alone;

and a section for parents to read materials on child care and

meet together; or

(e) an empty store front or gas station housing a combina-

tion library-nursery school with busy noisy places for

activities and quiet places for browsing.

Low shelving to display books and to provide easy access

to materials, as well as nooks with pillows, were cited by

five respondents as desirable physical facilities. One

respondent believed that chairs for young children were

perfectly adequate, however, without providing nooks or

pillows.

Kitchen facilities or a refreshment area were discussed

by five respondents, two of whom were in favor of including

a food preparation area, while three disagreed. The only

authority interviewed who mentioned sound-proofing the facility

qualified her statement by saying that children could tolerate

noise but that adults might need lower noise levels. Outdoor

space for art experiences, storytelling, or gardening was

recommended by two respondents. Other recommended facilities

included comfortable spaces for parents to meet, child-sized
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toilets and drinking fountains, and a separate wing or room

solely for young children.

Personnel.'--Some type of field experience or internship

in a school, public library, or hospital, prior to becoming

a professional children's librarian in a public library, was

recommended by nine of the ten respondents. Competence in

working with children was the reason for suggesting the field

experience. Four authorities stated that the ability to work

with adults was an essential qualification.

Additional competencies which respondents mentioned as

being extremely important included knowledge of human develop-

ment, child development and child-rearing, and a firm under-

standing of the types of things children can do and enjoy

doing at various ages, as well as the ability to hold the

child's attention and to realize that to learn a young child

needs to act upon materials directly. Still other desirable

competencies noted were awareness of what both home and school

are doing for young children, of family patterns, of social

service agencies, and of early childhood education persons

available as consultants in the community. Expertise in

children's literature and in the selection of quality toys,

books, and other materials appropriate for specific age

levels was recommended by four respondents. The remark was

made by one respondent that while children's librarians may

know children's literature, they often are unable to
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distinguish between the type of book which is most suitable

for a two-year-old child, as distinguished from the type of

book more appropriate for a three- or a four-year-old child.

Two respondents felt that, in addition to expertise in

children's literature and books, librarians who work with

young children should possess expertise in a particular

subject area such as music, science, or art. The reason

given for desiring such skills was that children's librarians

could then share their skills through programs for young

children.

Favorable personality characteristics which were

emphasized by two respondents were sensitivity to the anxieties

of parents concerning their children; and imagination, creativ-

ity, and the love of young children. One respondent believed

that many children's librarians do not now understand young

children well enough, and consequently, children become

"turned off" from reading and from visiting public libraries.

The importance of being accepting and nonjudgmental of parents,

as well as knowing how to foster in children a respect for

public places without being punitive, were also considered

essential.

The utilization of junior or senior high school or

college students, mothers, and senior citizens as volunteers

in the public library was suggested by five respondents.

Older children as volunteers were recommended by one authority

interviewed specifically because she felt that serving as
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volunteers would help adolescents feel independent and

responsible. Specific tasks recommended for volunteers,

after they had received a minimal amount of training, included

supervising activities at interest centers, providing baby-

sitting services for short intervals during adult programs,

transporting children to and from the public library, and

reading to children on a one-to-one basis. Making home visits

to teach parents how to select and how to use appropriate

materials for young children was still another possible

assignment cited for volunteers. Two of the five authorities

interviewed who advocated the utilization of volunteers urged

that volunteer efforts in the public library be coordinated

with coursework in child development at high schools and

colleges in order to provide mutually beneficial results for

both agencies.--school and public library.

Analysis of the Items on the Questionnaire

The percentage of recommended, not recommended, and

undecided responses of all the respondents for each of the

forty-four items on the questionnaire is presented in Table

V in Appendix M. Items which were recommended by 50 per cent

or more of the total respondents are indicated in Table I.

Tabulation of the percentages of recommended responses by all

the participants indicates that thirty of the forty-four

items were recommended by 50 per cent or more of the total

respondents. Twenty-two items were recommended by 65 per cent
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TABLE I

ITEMS RECOMMENDED BY 50 PER CENT OR MORE
OF THE RESPONDENTS

Per Cent of
Item Recommended Responses

A. Services

3 Referral services. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 72.73

4 Home visits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65.91

5 Materials in nonlibrary places . . . . . . . . 81.82

6 Dial-A-Story . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54.55

7 Adult accompanying child...................61.36

B. Programs

1 Parent/child field trips . . . . . .

3 Parent education sessions . . .

4 Anxiety-related topics . . . . . . .

5 Birthday parties. . . . . . . . . .

7 Authors and illustrators . . . . . .

8 Puppet shows and storytelling . . .

9 Reading club with parents . . .

10 "Making books"...-.-..........

C. Materials

1 Educational toys..-. . . . . . . .

2a Tape recording equipment'-library .

2b Tape recording equipment--home . .

3a Sensory-oriented materials . .

3b Sensory-oriented materials . . . .

. . 9 . 9

. ." .f ." ."

70.45

81.82

59.09

63.64

84.09

86.36

75.00

88.64

79.55

59.09

52.27

65.91

68.18

. . 0. .0 .
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TABLE I--Continued

Per Cent of
Item Recommended Responses

5 Parent shelf................. . 97,73

9 Video tape equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . 56.82

10 Scaled models of neighborhoods . . . . . . . 50.00

D. Physical Facilities

1 Picture card catalog.. . . . . . . . . . . . 68.18

2 Bulletin boards...-.. . . . . . . . . . . 81.82

4 Children's theatre/stage . . . . . . . . . . 88.64

7 Personal storage area..................... 79.55

E. Personnel

1 Early childhood education or child develop-
ment courses . . . . . . . . . . .

2 Experience with adults . . . . . . . . . . .

3 Member of early childhood education organi-
zation ........... . . . . .

4 Senior citizens as volunteers

5 Early childhood education consultant . .

84.09

86.36

65.91

95.45

88.64

or more of the total respondents. Fourteen items were recom-

mended by 80 per cent or more of the total respondents.

The statistical significance of the difference between

the percentages of the respondents in Group I and the respon-

dents in Group II who recommended each item was analyzed

using the test of the significance of the difference between
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two percentages (1, pp. 135-138). The .05 level was used

for a two-tailed test with forty-two degrees of freedom (2,

p. 429), The t values for the items having statistically

significant differences in the percentages of recommended

responses between Group I and Group II are contained in

Table II.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
IN RECOMMENDED RESPONSES

Per Cent of Recommended
Item Responses t

Group I Group II

B. Programs

3 Parent education 65 93 2.34

4 Anxiety-related 35 74 2.55

D. Physical Facilities

4 Children's theatre 76 96 2.02

p > 2.02 for the .05 level of significance.

For Group I, N = 17; For Group II, N = 27.

All of the t values obtained for the recommended responses for

each of the items are presented in Table VI in Appendix N.

The percentage of recommended responses for items B3, B4, and

D4 was significantly larger for Group II than for Group I.

The statistical significance of the difference between

the percentage of the respondents in Group I and the respondents
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in Group II who did not recommend each item was analyzed

using the test of the significance of the difference between

two percentages (1, pp. 135,138). The .05 level was used as

the level of significance for a two-tailed test with forty-

two degrees of freedom (2, p. 429). The t values for the

items having statistically significant differences in the

percentages of not recommended responses between Group I and

Group II are presented in Table III.

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF THE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
IN NOT RECOMMENDED RESPONSES

Per Cent of Recommended
Item Responses t

Group I Group II

B. Programs

7 Authors and
illustrators 24 4 2.02

C. Materials

1 Educational toys 18 0 2.26

D. Physical Facilities

1 Picture card
catalog 24 4 2.02

p > 2.02 for the .05 level of significance.

For Group I, N = 17; For Group II, N = 27.

All of the t values obtained for the not recommended responses

for each of the items are presented in Table VII in Appendix 0.
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The percentage of not recommended responses for items B7,

Cl, and Dl, was significantly larger for Group I than for

Group II.

Analysis of the Comments on the Questionnaire

In addition to the forty-four items on the questionnaire

which required one of the three responses of recommended,

not recommended, or undecided, a place for additional comments

or items was provided. Comments from the respondents were

tabulated and are recorded below.

Four respondents commented that they recommended services;

such as, visits to homes and day care centers as well as

programs in parent education, only if trained professionals

conducted the sessions. Five respondents stated that pro-

grams such as formal reading instruction, infant stimula-

tion, parent education sessions, and parent and child field

trips, should be coordinated and linked with the schools or

other local community agencies.

Thirteen respondents each made a comment pertaining to

the general role or function of the public library, as

related to the responsibility of other community agencies.

These thirteen respondents stated that, in regard to all five

areas--services, programs, materials, physical facilities,

and personnel--public libraries should neither attempt to be

all things to all people, nor endeavor to usurp the role of

the schools, the family, or the local recreational agencies.
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The general opinion of the thirteen respondents was that

"libraries should remain libraries" and not become or compete

with playgrounds, test clinics, nurseries, zoos, or schools.

Consistent with this point of view, three respondents replied

that only if no other agency in the locality provided the

particular services such as home visits or programs regard-

ing infant stimulation, should public libraries attempt to

offer them.

Two persons commented that, although some knowledge of

child development was needed to enable children's librarians

to make wise choices about books, priority should be placed

on their expertise in literature. One other person believed

children's librarians should possess equal expertise in chil-

dren and in books.

Discussion

This chapter has presented the narrative and statistical

data which were collected, via interviews and questionnaires,

from the recommendations of early childhood education

authorities, and then analyzed to determine the role of the

public library in serving young children from infancy to six

years of age. The five areas of public library work with

young children which were considered in the research ques-

tions were services, programs, materials, physical facilities,

and personnel,
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Services

The first research question was concerned with the

services public libraries should provide for young children.

The need to first inventory, and then to coordinate services

within the community, in order to avoid duplication, was

unanimously recommended by the interviewees. Moreover, this

need pertaining to services of the public library was frequently

expressed by respondents to the questionnaire. The review of

the literature revealed, however, that public library services

for young children are often determined without adequate plan-

ning. At present, public library services for young children

often overlap and compete with the services provided by other

agencies. This study indicates that this practice should be

avoided.

The three items pertaining to services which were least

recommended were transportation, babysitting or day care, and

testing of reading. Usually these three services are avail-

able from other community agencies, so that this low ranking

is consistent with the unanimous recommendation that public

libraries avoid duplication of services. Interview data

supported the consensus that public libraries should not

attempt to become test clinics or places of formal academic

training. However, three interviewees did suggest some type

of babysitting or day care service on a temporary basis, as

a convenience for parents while attending library programs.

Based on the findings from this study, public libraries
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should not begin to offer any of these three types of services.

However, consideration might possibly be given to offering

day care or babysitting on an experimental basis, only for

those children whose parents are utilizing the public library

at that particular time.

No consensus was reached from the interview data, regard-

ing the standard public library policy of requiring children

to print their own name in order to obtain a public library

card. Since an equal amount of evidence was collected in

support of the policy as in opposition to it, no basis from

this study is provided for altering or discontinuing the

present policy.

Providing library materials for use in nonlibrary loca-

tions, such as airplanes or grocery stores, was the only

service on the questionnaire which was recommended by over

80 per cent of the participants. While a review of the

literature verified that this service has been attempted, it

is certainly not provided on a large scale. Justification

is given from this study for making library materials for

young children available in airports, laundromats, and

similar locations.

The majority of the respondents to the questionnaire

were in agreement that referral and dial-a-story services

should be provided by public libraries. Both types of

services are becoming increasingly popular services for public
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libraries. Evidently public libraries are taking the

appropriate direction in regard to these two items.

No specific or general recommendations were made for

public library services for young children which were new,

unique, or different from those now existing or recently

attempted. Early childhood education authorities may be

unaware of existing public library services for young

children and/or may not be familiar with the library needs

of the youngest clientele.

Programs

The second research question was concerned with the

programs public libraries should provide for young children.

A strong majority--82 per cent--of the early childhood educa-

tion authorities recommended parent education programs. The

review of the literature revealed that an increasing number of

public libraries are offering parent education sessions. Find-

ings from this study support the validity of this trend.

Approval of parent education programs came significantly more

from the group of respondents who were nominated by persons

within Texas than from the group of respondents who were

nominated by the two national professional organizations.

Perhaps the respondents who endorsed parent education pro-

grams are also more aware of the everyday needs of parents.

The same rationale might be applicable to the related

finding concerning programs that deal with potentially
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anxiety-related topics such as coping with death, moving

to a new home, or going to the doctor. This type of pro-

gram also received the approval of the majority of all

respondents. A significantly greater endorsement of this

type of program stemmed from the group of respondents who

were nominated from persons within Texas than from the group

of respondents nominated by the two national professional

organizations. In this instance also, the reason for this

finding may be that the former group is more cognizant of

the fact that adults need special assistance in helping chil-

dren cope realistically with unpleasant experiences. Examples

of programs of this nature were not found in the literature.

Yet parents often request from librarians suggestions for

storybooks about death for children, after a grandparent dies,

or about hospitals, before a relative has surgery. In the

light of this study, library programs such as this might prove

beneficial.

Parent and child field trips as well as birthday party

programs, with storytelling by librarians, were recommended

by at least 60 per cent of the respondents. Availability of

both types of programs is minimal, although the literature

documents the existence of both. This study offers support

for increasing such programs.

Programs involving infant stimulation and formal read-

ing instruction were not recommended by approximately 50 per

cent of the respondents. In fact, 72 per cent of the
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respondents voted that formal reading instruction not be

recommended. This finding was consistent with the opinion

expressed that formal schooling was not the appropriate role

of the public library. Since no evidence of infant stimula-

tion programs was found in the literature, on the basis of

this study, such activities should not be attempted by public

libraries. Furthermore, the recommendations of the respondents

suggest that formal reading programs in the public library,

which were documented in the literature, be curtailed.

Two types of programs received a recommended rating from

a strong majority of respondents, yet little documentation that

either type was available could be obtained from the litera-

ture. The two programs involved sessions on "making books,"

and a library reading club in which parents receive books after

reading to children. Perhaps the reason both types of pro-

grams were highly endorsed is because both directly pertain

to books and reading. Moreover, both involve child-adult

interaction. An additional reason why "making books" received

the approval of 80 per cent of the participants may be related

to the fact that young children are eager to tell their own

personal experiences, and they take pleasure in knowing that

their verbalizations can become a written book. Justification

for offering each of these two kinds of programs is given from

this study.

Eighty-seven per cent of the respondents recommended that

public libraries present programs which involve puppet shows
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or storytelling. Interview data also added support to the

legitimacy of these activities, especially when parents

participate with children. Both kinds of programs have been

traditional activities of public libraries. However, only

recently have parent and child programs become accepted in

public libraries. The data from this study present a basis

for increasing the availability of such programs, and encour-

aging parent participation.

A strong majority of respondents--84 per cent--also

expressed the belief that programs having authors and illustra-

tors of children's books as guests were desirable activities

for public libraries. In this case, also, the direct relation-

ship that this type of program has to books and to reading may

be the reason for its strong recommendation. However, the

extent to which young children can appreciate fully the talent

and work of an author or illustrator may be marginal. Perhaps

this line of reasoning influenced a significantly greater

number of respondents nominated by the national organizations

than those nominated by persons within Texas to check "not

recommended" for this item.

The recommendations obtained from the interviewees

regarding the youngest age child for which programs should be

offered were varied. Three of nine interviewees felt chil-

dren should be at least three years old. However, four of

nine interviewees believed that parent-toddler programs were

appropriate for public libraries to sponsor. Since these
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responses are somewhat contradictory, this study does not

substantiate the efficacy of the mounting trend to offer

public library programs for children younger than three years

of age, unless parents are involved as active participants

with the child.

Interview data revealed that early childhood education

authorities differed in opinions regarding content and age

levels of public library programs for young children. Whether

public library programs for young children should focus on art,

music, science, or other subjects of the curriculum, and

whether they should consist of showing films, was undetermined

from this study. The literature most certainly verified that

many public libraries presently show films, and conduct arts,

crafts, and similar activities for young children. The assump-

tion that such programs are appropriate and valid activities

for young children in public libraries can neither be supported

nor disclaimed on the basis of this study.

No examples were given for public library programs for

young children which have not already been reported in the

literature. Perhaps the reason for the lack of original ideas

on the part of the early childhood education authorities is

that a great variety of programs for young children have

already been attempted by public libraries. Or perhaps early

childhood education authorities view the public library as an

institution which should deal primarily with literature and

books rather than with all subject areas.
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Materials

The third research question was concerned with the

materials public libraries should provide for young children.

A parent shelf of adult resource materials was recommended by

98 per cent of the respondents, which was the greatest per-

centage of recommended votes which any item on the question-

naire received. Moreover, four interviewees suggested that

displays of educational toys and related activities be

exhibited to provide guidance and suggestions for parents.

This strong sanction of resource materials for parents by the

respondents adds a basis for public libraries to continue

assisting parents in their special needs for information.

Educational materials such as toys, games, and puzzles

for home use were recommended by 80 per cent of the respon-

dents. Apparently the participants felt that public libraries

should foster learning through play. As the review of the

literature indicated, the concept of providing play materials

for young children has been viewed as a legimate concern of

public libraries only very gradually during the past several

years. According to the recommendations from this study,

public library collections for young children should be

broadened from books and audiovisual materials, to include

realia. Young children enjoy playing with one particular toy

perhaps for as short a time as adults enjoy reading a book.

Providing educational toys for loan is a means of offering

a variety of play materials for young children without a
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direct expense to parents. The findings from this study

indicated that, of the two groups of respondents, a signifi-

cantly greater number of authorities nominated by the

national associations did not sanction educational toys.

Other nonbook materials for young children which public

libraries should offer, according to the opinions of the

majority of the interviewees, were recordings and rhythmn

band instruments for use both at home and at the library.

Costumes and scientific realia were also recommended for use

at the library by a substantial number of interviewees.

With the exception of recordings, these materials are not

generally basic or standard items in public library collec-

tions for young children. The fact that respondents advocated

these nonbook materials is probably another indication of

their realization that young children need direct experiences

with three-dimensional materials as a prerequisite to deriv-

ing meaning from printed books.

Neither typewriters, teaching machines, consumable art

supplies, and pets for use at home or in the library, were

recommended by 50 per cent of the respondents. Of these

materials, teaching machines, pets, and art supplies, have

been reported in the literature. This study verifies that

typewriters should not be included in public library collec-

tions for young children.

Half or more of the respondents recommended provision of

tape recordings of children's conversations for use both at
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home and in the library, as well as video tape equipment to

record neighborhood experiences, and scaled models of the

neighborhood with a taped annotation. These recommendations

indicate that respondents may have perceived that young chil-

dren learn through verbal and visual involvement with audio-

visual equipment when such experiences are related directly

to the child's neighborhood or personal activities. Although

most public libraries do provide audiovisual hardware and

software, examples of public libraries providing resource

materials which relate directly to actual environmental

experiences, are very few. No instances were found in the

literature of public libraries providing scaled models of the

neighborhood environment for young children.

Sensory oriented books, including cloth books, for use

at home and in the library gained the approval of 65 per

cent or more of the participants. Yet public libraries have

traditionally purchased only the highest quality materials,

and many have excluded sensory oriented books from their

collections. Selection policies of public libraries have

predominantly adhered to this philosophy, despite a growing

demand for cardboard, cloth, pop-up, and scratch and smell

books. This demand was also expressed in the review of the

literature. Despite this demand, two interviewees held the

opinion that public libraries should continue to purchase only

the very best quality materials, and exclude items such as

cardboard books. Nevertheless, the substantial recommendation
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that these materials received, seems to indicate that such

items are legitimate materials for public library collections.

Physical Facilities

The fourth research question was concerned with the

physical facilities public libraries should provide for young

children. Bulletin boards to display creative works of chil-

dren, a theatre or puppet stage for dramatic presentations,

and an area to store personal belongings, were the three

questionnaire items pertaining to physical facilities which

were recommended by 80 per cent or more of the respondents.

Of the two groups of respondents, a significantly greater

majority of respondents nominated by professionals within

Texas endorsed the provision of a children's theatre or

puppet stage. The early childhood education authorities

nominated by NAEYC and ACEI tended to believe that public

libraries should not provide the "extras."

Both bulletin boards and puppet stages are rather

routinely available in many public libraries. The avail-

ability of these two facilities may be due, in part, to the

fact that stories for young children can be interpreted

effectively through artistic and dramatic activities. The

respondents may have given strong endorsement to bulletin

boards and a children's theatre or puppet stage because they

realized that young children can derive greater meaning and
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enjoyment from literature after enjoying personal involve-

ment in related experiences.

However, the literature did not give examples of public

libraries which provide the convenience of an area to store

personal belongings. Yet, judging from the "lost and found"

clothing and toys left in public libraries, a temporary

storage area might receive maximum use.

Items for personal convenience such as picture card

catalogs and playpens, cribs, or strollers rated a sub-

stantial number of recommended responses. Although picture

card catalogs were believed to be desirable by 68 per cent of

the respondents, the review of the literature revealed only

one instance of the provision of a picture card catalog in a

public library. No examples were documented in the literature

of providing playpens, cribs, or strollers in public libraries.

Using strollers or cribs, mothers could have their hands free

to select library materials, while infants and toddlers would

not be likely to be crawling under foot. With pictures on

the cards in the catalog, children might locate their own

books independently.

Less than one-fourth of the respondents felt that public

libraries should provide either a television or game room, or

outdoor play equipment. This response seems to reinforce the

belief that public libraries should not attempt to become

playgrounds, recreation centers, or anything other than
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"libraries." Comments from the interviewees confirmed this

viewpoint. Apparently public libraries have been proceeding

in the appropriate direction, as no examples of any of these

facilities for young children were found in the review of the

literature.

Data from the interviews uncovered few clear-cut specific

or general additional recommendations concerning physical

facilities, other than the provision of low shelving and nooks

with pillows. Although low shelving is standard, nooks with

pillows are not. Justification for providing comfortable,

informal, cushioned areas for young children to look at books,

is provided from the interview data.

The interview data clearly revealed a difference of

opinions regarding the interior arrangement of, and the

activities within a future public library building for young

children. While half of those interviewed envisioned the

facility as being a busy place, with interest centers, the

other half believed the facility should be visited briefly

only to obtain materials for use at home. This disagreement

may indicate that the present conception of the future func-

tion and design of public library buildings is in a state of

flux.

Personnel

The fifth research- question was concerned with the

personnel public libraries should provide for young children.
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Eighty-four per cent of the participants recommended that

children's librarians in public libraries complete courses

in child development or early childhood education. In

addition, nine of the eleven authorities interviewed advocated

an internship with young children. However, courses during

library school training in areas of early childhood education

or child development, as well as internships with young chil-

dren, are seldom offered. The high priority placed on both

formal preparation and field experiences in working with young

children, indicates that the expectations of respondents

regarding the qualifications for public library personnel far

exceed the current requirements. The review of the literature

documented similar recommendations made by public library

personnel who also advocated that children's librarians possess

competency in working with young children. This study lends

support to the need for strengthening the skills and knowledge

of public library personnel in early childhood development.

Eighty-six per cent of the respondents agreed that chil-

dren's librarians in public libraries need experience in

working with parents and adults. Almost 90 per cent stated

that an early childhood education specialist should be

utilized as a consultant to public libraries. According to

the evidence obtained in the review of the literature, early

childhood education consultants to public libraries, as well

as experience in working with adults, are rare. On the basis

of the responses to the questionnaire, evidence is provided
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to urge children's librarians in public libraries to receive

preparation in working with adults and to justify employing

an early childhood education consultant.

The utilization of volunteers was emphasized by all

participants, as an important personnel practice. In fact,

95 per cent--the second largest majority response of all

items of the questionnaire-recommended that volunteer senior

citizens read to young children in public libraries. Although

the literature substantiates that volunteers are becoming more

prevalent in public libraries, no documentation was found of

public libraries which utilized the aid of senior citizens in

working with young children. In the light of the overwhelm-

ing recommendations this item received, public libraries have

ample justification for utilizing senior citizens. Efforts

could be coordinated with local social service agencies deal-

ing with retired persons.

All five of the items on the questionnaire which dealt

with personnel, were recommended by 80 per cent or more of

respondents. Active membership in an early childhood profes-

sional organization achieved the lowest percentage of

recommended votes of the five items pertaining to personnel.

Apparently the respondents did not equate active membership in

a professional organization concerned with the education of

young children with actual competency in the area of books,

libraries, or child development.
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The implication may be that personnel and their qualifi-

cations are considered more vital than the other four areas

of public library work with young children--services, programs,

materials, or physical facilities. For example, by comparison,

in the area of library materials, only one of the fourteen

items received the recommendation of 80 per cent of the

respondents, Certainly any public library needs adequate

materials, physical facilities, programs, and services. With-

out qualified personnel to select materials, and to conduct

programs and services, a public library becomes a mere build-

ing. Based upon the needs and viewpoints expressed in the

review of the literature, as well as from the remarks of

participants in this study, the area of personnel is a high

priority. Another interesting observation can be made in

regard to the five items on the questionnaire pertaining to

personnel. The observation is that, while all of the five

items concerning personnel received the strong recommendations

of the respondents, none of the five items pertaining to

personnel are presently required by public libraries.

Only six of the forty-four items on the questionnaire

were significantly different between the two groups. In each

case, the twenty-seven early childhood education authorities

nominated by persons within Texas recommended providing the

item more strongly than did the seventeen early childhood

education authorities nominated by the two national profes,

sional associations.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, GUIDELINES, PHILOSOPHY,

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

This study dealt with the investigation of the role of

the public library in serving young children from infancy

to age six. The purposes of this research were to obtain

recommendations from early childhood education authorities

pertaining to the five public library areas of services,

programs, materials, physical facilities, and personnel; to

utilize these data in the development of guidelines for

public libraries in serving young children; and to formulate

a philosophy for public libraries in serving young children.

Two instruments, a questionnaire and an interview

schedule, each of which included the same five public library

areas, were developed to collect the data. The questionnaire

consisted of forty-four items with three possible responses.

The questionnaire was developed by utilizing data gathered

from forty graduate students in early childhood education and

from a review of the literature. This instrument was pilot

tested for clarity and relevance, then validated, and finally

tested for reliability. After the Kuder-Richardson formula
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was computed for each item, those with a reliability level

below .35 were deleted. The interview schedule was also

pilot tested.

The questionnaire was mailed to two groups of early

childhood education authorities, totaling fifty-nine persons,

who were nominated by two methods. Members of Group I were

nominated by at least one national professional organization

concerned with the education of young children. Members of

Group II were nominated either by the Early Childhood Educa-

tion Consultant for the Texas Education Agency or by one of

the three area heads of the early childhood education pro-

grams in the Federation of North Texas Area Universities.

A total of eleven early childhood education authorities

from Group I were randomly selected and interviewed--five in

person, five via telephone, and one via cassette tape. Each

of the eleven interviews was recorded on cassette tape, with

the permission of the interviewee, transcriptions were made

and analyzed, and the data were reported in narrative form.

Forty-four of the fifty returned questionnaires--seven-

teen from Group I and twenty-seven from Group II--were usable.

The three possible responses to each of the items for the

total number of respondents were tabulated and reported in

percentages. In addition, the percentages obtained for each

item for recommended and not recommended responses were

compared between Group I and Group II using the test of the

significance of the difference between two percentages. Six
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items were significantly different. Twenty-two items on the

questionnaire were recommended by 65 per cent or more of all

the respondents. These items were added to the recommenda-

tions from the interview data to form guidelines developed

for public libraries in serving young children.

Findings

The following findings resulted from this study.

A majority of participants recommended

1. Specific preparation of the children's librarian in

working with adults and young children,

2. Knowledge and expertise of the children's librarian

in child development, children's literature, and in the

selection of appropriate materials for young children,

3. Utilization of volunteers, especially senior citizens,

4. Utilization of an early childhood education consul-

tant,

5. Preparation of child care personnel and teachers in

storytelling and in the selection of materials,

6. Provision of services and programs involving parent

and child interaction,

7. Provision of services, programs, materials, and

physical facilities which can facilitate and encourage

interest in books and which can be directly related to

reading and language arts activities,
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8. Provision of materials such as cloth, cardboard,

and sensory books; educational toys; musical instruments;

audiovisual equipment; and realia for use by young children

at home and at the library, and

9. Coordination and integration of services, programs,

materials, physical facilities, and personnel of public

libraries for young children with those of other agencies in

the community in order to avoid duplication of efforts.

A minority of participants recommended

1. Provision of services, materials, and physical

facilities which focus on unstructured recreational play,

2. Provision of services, programs, and materials which

focus on formal teaching and testing in cognitive areas=

Responses of the participants were inconclusive regard-

ing the following:

1. Adoption of the public library service policy that

young children must be able to print their name in order to

obtain a public library card and check out books,

2. Utilization of the public library physical facility

solely as a source of supply for materials or also as a

location for young children to actively work and play with

materials at interest centers,

3. Provision of programs regarding all aspects of the

curriculum such as art, science, and music,

4. Provision of film programs for groups of young chil-

dren, and
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5. Provision of transportation to and from the public

library for young children.

Guidelines

The recommendations obtained through two methods--inter-

views and questionnaires--from early childhood education

authorities were synthesized and utilized in the development

of the following guidelines for public libraries in serving

young children. Items on the questionnaire which were

recommended by 65 per cent or more of the respondents were

included in these guidelines. In addition, the recommenda-

tions made by the majority of the interviewees on a particular

topic are included in the guidelines listed below. These

guidelines are generalized statements, developed from the

findings of the research, which could be used in the future

as a basis for the development of specific evaluative criteria.

Guidelines for Public Libraries in Serving
Children from Infancy to Six Years of Age

A. Services which public libraries should provide for young

children:

1. Referral services, such as medical and legal informa-

tion, to aid parents and adults working with children,

2. Home visits to demonstrate techniques to parents, such

as storytelling, use of educational toys, and puppet

construction,
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3. Library materials for use in laundromats, grocery

stores, airplanes, shopping centers, parks, and

recreation centers, and

4. Membership on an interagency planning commission to

avoid duplication of services within the community

by the public library.

B. Programs which public libraries should provide for young

children:

1. Parent and child field trips,

2, Parent education courses and discussion sessions in

such areas as child development, storytelling, pre-

paring for a new baby, and child rearing,

3. Opportunities to meet authors and illustrators of

children's books,

4. Puppet shows and storytelling at shopping centers

and local preschool centers,

5. Library reading club in which parents read a selected

number of books to a child and are awarded paperback

books,

6. Sessions on "making books," with the child dictating

the story as the adult prints it,

7. Parent/toddler programs,

8. Parent participation in public library programs with

young children,

9. Programs which foster the development of listening and

language abilities of young children,
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10. Utilization of specialists to present programs for

adults on parenting, and

11. Programs to prepare child care personnel and teachers

in storytelling and in the selection of materials.

C. Materials which public libraries should provide for young

children:

1. Educational toys such as games, dolls, puzzles,

blocks, and stuffed storybook characters, in the

public library collection, for use at home,

2. Sensory oriented books and materials; such as, scratch

and smell books and cloth books, in the public library

collection, for use at home and at the public library,

3. A "parent shelf" of adult resource materials on

topics of children's literature and child development,

for use at home ,

4. Recordings, musical instruments, costumes, and

scientific realia, in the public library collection,

for use at home or at the public library,

5. Listening and viewing centers, with appropriate soft-

ware, for use at the public library, and

6. Temporary exhibits of realia, with related books and

activities, as suggestions for parents.

D. Physical facilities which public libraries should provide

for young children;

1, Card catalogs, with pictures to indicate subjects,
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2. Bulletin boards to display creative art, craft, or

written works of children,

3. A children's theatre or puppet stage for dramatic

presentations,

4. An area for storage of personal belongings of chil-

dren,

5. An area for parent groups to meet, converse, and

relax, and

6. Low shelving and cushioned nooks for the comfort and

convenience of young children.

E. Public library personnel and their qualifications which

public libraries should provide for young children:

1. Completion of courses in child development or early

childhood education,

2, Preparation or experience in working with parents,

adults, and young children,

3. Active membership in an early childhood professional

organization,

4. Senior citizens as volunteers to read to young chil-

dren,

5. An early childhood education specialist as a consul-

tant,

6. A field experience or internship, during library

school training, in working with young children and

adults,
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7. Older children as volunteers, and

8. Coursework, during library school training, in the

selection of materials for very young children.

A Philosophy for Public Libraries in Serving
Children from Infancy to Six Years of Age

The guidelines developed from the data offer specific,

practical recommendations for the provision and/or implementa-

tion of various services, programs, materials, physical

facilities, and personnel of public libraries for young

children. From these guidelines, the general role or func-

tion of the public library in serving young children can be

more clearly determined. However, underlying the role or

function of the public library in serving young children, and

consequently, a necessary prerequisite to decision-making in

any of the five above areas, is a basic, general philosophy

of service. The following philosophy for public libraries

in serving young children is offered as a type of suggested,

general guideline, which may influence and assist public

library administrators in the adoption of goals, functions,

policies, and practices in the future.

A philosophy of public library service for young children

should be based upon three premises. The first premise is that

young children are desirable clientele of public libraries.

The second premise is that young children deserve considera-

tion equal to that customarily given to older children. The
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third premise is that young children have special capabilities,

interests, and needs, which differ from those of older chil-

dren.

Consequently, based upon these three premises, public

libraries should offer appropriate services, programs,

materials, physical facilities, and personnel for young chil-

dren. An appropriate policy of service for young children

should provide this clientele with an equal opportunity to

check out materials, regardless of their ability to write

their name. An appropriate public library program should

provide young children with opportunities to participate in

relevant activities with their parents as partners. Appro-

priate materials should include those which offer learning

experiences for the nonreader by making available auditory,

visual, and three-dimensional materials. Appropriate

physical facilities should include those which can be reached

easily and rested on comfortably. Appropriate personnel

should have competency in working with young children and their

parents, as well as the ability to select and interpret

materials to parents and children.

Notwithstanding these three premises, the philosophy of

public library service for young children is, in actuality,

basically identical to the philosophy of service traditionally

adhered to for all other clientele. Only the method of

implementing the traditional overall philosophy need be

altered to suit young children. For example, the goals of
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public libraries could be listed, in descending order of

importance, as aiming at fostering informal education,

developing a lifelong interest in and enjoyment of reading,

helping individuals develop socially, and cooperating with

other social service agencies and educational institutions

in the community.

The fact that most young children can not read does not

negate the function of the public library regarding the

development of an interest in reading. Public libraries can

and should retain this specific goal for young children by

providing materials and programs which will motivate children

to read, will help children become aware of the relationship

of the printed word to other language arts skills, and will

offer children a rich background of experiences for formal

reading. However, the fact that young children generally do

not read, does not, by the same token, change this particular

goal of the public library to include the formal teaching of

reading to children under six.

In summary, a philosophy for public libraries in serving

young children can perhaps best be formulated in terms of the

four stated traditional goals of the public library, within

the context of the three above premises, based upon sound

principles of child development and early childhood education.
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Conclusions

The following conclusions are based upon the findings

of this study.

1. Children's librarians in public libraries need

preparation and experience in working with young children

and adults. This conclusion substantiates that of East (9),

Eshelman (10), Phinazee (18), Price (19), Sivulich (23), and

Warnicke (27).

2. Utilization of volunteers and of an early childhood

education consultant in the public library should be beneficial

to children's librarians and their youngest clientele. This

conclusion substantiates that of the American Library Associa-

tion (1), Baker (4), Farrell (12), Phinazee (18), and Tate

(24).

3. Provision of services, programs, and materials by

public libraries which focus on parent education, and prepar-

ing child care personnel and teachers in storytelling and in

the selection of materials should be helpful to adults. This

conclusion supports that of Barass (5), De Salvo (8), Hektoen

(14), Farrell (12), and Sivulich (23).

4. Parent and child services and programs offered by the

public library should be beneficial for both the adult and

the child. This conclusion substantiates that of the American

Library Association (2), Barass (5), De Salvo (8), Granstrom

(13) , Sivulich (22) , and Wayland (28)
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5. Services, programs, materials, and physical facili-

ties which can facilitate and encourage interest in books

and which can be directly related to reading and language

arts activities are appropriate and legitimate concerns of

public libraries in serving young children. This conclusion

substantiates that of Baker (4), Brown (6), Cawthorne (7),

Hektoen (14), Jackson (15), and Thompson (25).

6. Cloth, cardboard, and sensory books, audiovisual

equipment, and realia are appropriate materials for use by

young children at home and/or at the public library. This

conclusion is substantiated by that of Baker (4), The Far

West Laboratory of Educational Research and Development (11),

and Hektoen (14).

7. Services, materials, and physical facilities which

focus on unstructured recreational play are not appropriate

and legitimate concerns of public libraries in serving young

children. This conclusion is contradictory to the recommenda-

tions of McKinney (16) and the current practices cited by

Brown (6) and East (9).

8. Services, programs, materials, and physical facili-

ties which are available from other community agencies are

not appropriate and legitimate concerns of public libraries

in serving young children. This conclusion substantiates

the recommendations of the American Library Association (3),

Tate (24), and Viguers (26), but is contradicted by actual
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practices cited by Robinson (20), Schuman (21), and Sivulich

(22).

9. Services, programs, and materials which focus on

formal testing and teaching in cognitive areas are not the

legitimate and appropriate concerns of public libraries in

serving young children. This conclusion is contradicted by

actual practices cited by Baker (4) , East (9) , the Far West

Laboratory of Educational Research and Development (11), and

Newcomb (17).

Implications

The following implications are based upon the findings

and conclusions.

1. Schools of library science should provide for profes-

sional preparation and experiences in early childhood education

and/or child development for library school students who plan

to work with young children in public libraries. An intern-

ship in working with adults and young children would be

desirable.

2. Public libraries should utilize supportive staff

as volunteers, and an early childhood education consultant.

3. Public libraries should re-examine their role and

function in terms of the services, programs, materials,

physical facilities, and personnel which they now offer for

young children, to avoid duplication of efforts in the

community.
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Recommendations for Further Research

The following recommendations are made for further

research.

1. It is recommended that a study be conducted to

identify those public libraries which presently follow the

recommended guidelines.

2. It is recommended that a study be conducted to

determine the extent of duplication of services, programs,

materials, and physical facilities for young children by

public libraries and other agencies in the community.

3. It is recommended that a study be conducted to

compare the recommendations of early childhood education

authorities to the recommendations of other groups such as

parents, teachers, and children's library media specialists,

with regard to the role of the public library in serving

young children.
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APPENDIX A

RECOMMENDATION GATHERING SHEET FOR DEVELOPMENT

OF INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE

This survey is an initial step in the development of a

questionnaire to determine the role of the public library in

serving young children. Please list under each area below

any suggestions for working with young children, from infancy

to six years of age, which you believe that the public

library should provide. Included is an example for each of

the five areas in the public library.

A. Services which the public library should provide for
young children. Example: Transportation for young
children to and from the library.

B. Programs which the public library should provide for
young children. Example: Parent education programs
in child development.

C. Materials which the public library should provide for
young children. Example: Toys to be played with in the
library.

D. Physical facilities which the public library should
provide for young children. Example: A separate room
for young children.

E. Library personnel which the public library should pro-
vide for young children. Example: Public children's
librarians with prior teaching experience.
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APPENDIX B

INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE REWORDING

This questionnaire concerns the role of the
public library in serving young children from
infancy to age six. The five areas in the public
library under consideration in this study are
services, programs, materials, physical facilities,
and personnel working with young children.

Please indicate your recommendations for each
of the items below by checking a response in one of
the three columns. If you feel that the item should
be provided or is necessary, please place a check in
the column labeled "recommended." If you feel that o C
the item should not be provided or is not necessary, ci r
please place a check in the column labeled "not 0
recommended." If you are undecided as to whether
the item should be provided or as to the necessity o a)
of the item, please place a check in the column o rO 4
labeled "undecided." D Z

A. Public Library Services for Young Children.

1. Transportation to and from the public library.

2. Day care or baby sitting services.

3. Referral services, such as medical and legal
information, to aid parents and adults work-
ing with children.

*4. Home visitations for demonstrations, such as
storytelling, use of educational toys, and
making puppets, for parents.

5. Training sessions for child care personnel,
for such areas as choosing and using materials
and books, making puppets, and storytelling.

6. Early screening for speech and hearing
problems.

7. Library materials for children to use in
locations such- as laundromats, grocery
stores, automobile showrooms, and airplanes,

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were reworded
before validation.
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*8. Dial-A-'Story services for young children to
listen to stories over the telephone from
their homes at appropriate hours.

*9* Public library policy stating that young
children must be accompanied by an adult
or teenage child when visiting the library.

*10. Publications such as bibliographies,
publicity on forthcoming library programs,
and tips on parenting, mailed to parents.

11. Testing and evaluation for language develop-
ment and reading ability.

12. A special "newspaper" with activities for
children mailed to homes.

13. Library cards issued only to children who
can print their name.

B. Public Library Programs for Young Children

1. Parent education courses and discussion sessions
in such areas as child development, storytelling,
preparing for a new baby, and child rearing.

2. Parent and child field trips.

3. Infant stimulation programs.

4. Parent and child cooking, arts, and crafts
programs.

5. Programs for children on situations which could
produce anxiety such as going to the doctor,
moving to a new house, and coping with death.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were reworded
before validation.
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*6, Sessions on how to check out and care for
books and materials.

*7. Birthday parties for young children, with
librarians telling stories.

8. Formal reading instruction for children.

*9, Authors and illustrators of children's
books to speak and meet with young
children and parents.

10. Puppet shows and storytelling at shopping
centers and local preschool centers.

*11. Storyhours, arts, and crafts programs,
sponsored by the public library, on
television for young children,

*12. A library reading club, similar to
"Reading Is Fundamental" (RIF) in
which parents read a number of books
to a child and are awarded paperback
books.

13. Sessions on "making books," with the child
dictating the story as the adult prints it.

C. Public Library Materials for Young Children

1. Educational toys, such as games, dolls,
puzzles, blocks, and stuffed storvboo1 -
characters (a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were reworded
before validation.
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2. Costumes for dramatic play
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

*3. Tape recorders and taped recordings of
children's conversations of experiences
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

4. Sensory oriented books and materials,
such as scratch and smell books and
cloth books (a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

*5, Pets, with cages and food
(a) for library use
(b) for home use.

6. A parent shelf of adult resource materials
on topics of children's literature and
child development (a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

7. Typewriters for children (a) for library use
(b) for home use.

*8. Art supplies, such as fingerpaints, con-
struction paper, and egg cartons
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

9. Teaching machines for programmed learning
for library use.

*10. Video tape equipment for the production of
neighborhood experiences for use in the
library.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were reworded
before validation.
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replicas, such as shopping centers, 0 0
hospitals, and train stations, on

display with tape recordings that young

children can operate to hear descriptions

of same, in the library.

*12. Listening centers with headphones for

children (a) for library use,
Cb) for home use.

*13. Flannel board and appropriate flannel
board figures for children to illustrate
and tell stories (a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

D. Public Library Physical Facilities for Young Children

*1. A kitchen area for parent and child cook-
ing.

*2. Child card catalogs, using pictures on
cards to indicate subjects.

*3. Bulletin boards to display the artwork
of children.

4. A separate room which is noise-proof,
spill-proof, and has child-sized rest
rooms and drinking fountain.

5. Furniture to crawl into and reading nooks
with pillows.

*6. Outside playground with climbing equip-
ment and swings.

7. A theatre and puppet stage for dramatic
presentations.

8. Playpens, cribs, and strollers.

*9, A commercial television and game room
for children.

*Asterisked items indicate items which were reworded
before validation.
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*10, An area for children to hang their ownMZ

wraps.

11. Child-sized furniture and low book shelving.

E. Public Library Personnel Working with Young Children

1. Completion of courses in child development
or early childhood education,

*2. Experience as a teacher aide in a school.

3. Training or experience in working with
parents and adults.

*4. Active membership in an early childhood
education organization.

*5. Knowledge of use of audio-visual equipment.

6. Certification in elementary education.

7. Pre-service training with a master chil-
dren 's librarian or a teacher.

*3, Enjoy working with children.

*9. Knowledge and understanding of materials for
parents on such topics as child development,
child psychology, and using literature with
young children.

10, Older children as volunteers to read stories
to young children in the public library.

11. Senior citizens as volunteers to read stories
to young children in the public library.

*12, An early childhood education specialist as a

consultant to the staff of the public library.

13. A library personnel/child ratio of at least
one adult per ten young children for all
public library programs.

*Asterisked items indicate items which were reworded before
validation.
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APPENDIX C

REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE VALIDATION

This questionnaire concerns the role of the publiclibrary in serving young children from infancy to age six.The five areas in the public library under consideration inthis study are services, programs, materials, physical
facilities, and personnel working with. young children.

Please indicate your recommendations regarding thevalidity and appropriateness of each of the items below
by checking a response in one of the three columns. Ifyou feel that the item is valid and should be included,
please place a check in the column labeled "valid. " If
you feel that the item is invalid and should not
be included, please place a check in the column
labeled "invalid." If you are undecided as to rwhether the item should be included or if you are W
undecided as to the validity of the item, please H -
place a check in the column labeled "undecided." .Q) w

> H
A. Public Library Services for Young Children

1. Transportation to and from the public
library.

2. Day care or baby sitting services.

3. Referral services, such as medical and
legal information, to aid parents and
adults working with children.

4. Home visits to demonstrate techniques
to parents, such as storytelling, use
of educational toys, and puppet con-
struction.

5. Training sessions for child care person-
nel in areas such as choice and use of
materials and books, puppet construction,
and storytelling.

6. Early screening for speech and hearing
problems.

7. Library materials for use in laundromats,
grocery stores, airplanes, shopping
centers, and parks and recreation centers.
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8. Dial'A-Story services for children to hear
recorded stories via telephone, from their
homes.

9. Adult or teenage person required to remain
with young children when visiting the
public library.

10, Mailing publications such as bibliographies,
publicity on public library programs and
parent education materials.

11. Testing and evaluation of language develop-
ment and reading ability.

12. Mailing a special "newspaper" describing
activities for children.

*13. Library cards issued only to children who
can print their name.

Other items and comments

B. Public Library Programs for Young children

1. Parent and child field trips.

2. Infant stimulation programs.

3. Parent education courses and discussion
sessions in such areas as child develop-
ment, storytelling, preparing for a new
baby, and child rearing.

4. Parent and child cooking, arts, and crafts
programs.

5. Programs regarding situations which could
produce anxiety, such as going to the doctor,
moving to a new house, and coping with death.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after validation.
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6. Sessions on checkout procedures and the
care of books and materials.

7. Birthday parties with storytelling by
librarians.

8. Formal reading instruction.

9. Opportunities to meet authors and
illustrators of children's books.

10. Puppet shows and storytelling at
shopping centers and local preschool
centers.

11. Televised storyhours, arts, and
crafts programs.

12. A library reading club in which parents
read a selected number of books to a
child and are awarded paperback books.

13. Sessions on "making books," with the
child dictating the story as the adult
prints it.

Other items and comments

C. Public Library Materials for Young Children

1. Educational toys, such as games, dolls,
puzzles, blocks and stuffed storybook
characters (a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

2. Costumes for dramatic play
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.
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3. Tape recorders and taped recordings of
children's conversations
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

4. Sensory oriented books and materials, such
as scratch and smell books and cloth books
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

5. Live pets in cages with food
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

6. A "parent shelf" of adult resource materials
on topics of children's literature and child
development (a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

7. Typewriters for children
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

8. Art supplies, such as finger paints,
construction paper, and egg cartons
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use. 

-

9. Teaching machines for programmed
learning for library use.

10. Video tape equipment to record neighbor-
hood experiences for library use.

11. Scaled models or replicas of the child's
neighborhood environment, with a tape
recorded annotation for library use.

12. Individual listening and viewing centers
with headphones and filmstrips.

13. Flannel board and appropriate flannel
board figures.
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Other items and comments ________________

D. Public Library Physical Facilities for Young Children

*1. Kitchen facilities for parent and child
cooking.

2. Card catalogs, with pictures to indicate
subjects.

3. Bulletin boards to display creative art,
craft, or written works of children.

4. A separate room which is noise-proof, spill-
proof, and has child-sized rest rooms and
drinking fountain.

5. Furniture to crawl into and reading nooks
with pillows.

6. Equipment for outdoor play.

7. A child's theatre and puppet stage for
dramatic presentations.

8. Playpens, cribs and strollers.

9. Television and game room.

10. Area for children to store personal
belongings.

11. Child-sized furniture and low book
shelving.

Other items and comments

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after validation.
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E. Public Library Personnel Working with Young
Children and Their Qualifications

1. Completion of courses in child develop-
ment or early childhood education.

*2. Experience as a teacher aide in an
accredited school.

3. Training or experience in working with
parents and adults.

4. Active membership in an early childhood
professional organization.

5. Ability to operate audio-visual equipment.

*6. Certification in elementary education.

7. Pre-service training with a master
children's librarian or a teacher.

8. Pleasure from working with children.

9. Knowledgeable in child development, child
psychology, and use of literature with
young children.

10. Use of older children as volunteers to
read to young children.

11. Use of senior citizens as volunteers to
read to young children.

12. Use of an early childhood education
specialist as a consultant.

13. A personnel/child ratio of at least one
adult per ten young children for public
library programs.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after validation.
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APPENDIX D

TABLE IV

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH ITEM OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
INDICATING RELIABILITY LEVELS

Correlation
CoefficientsItem

Al .
A2 .
A3 .
A4 .
A5 .
A6 .
A7 .
A8 .
A9 .
A10
All
A12

Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
Bll
B12
B13

Cla
Clb
C2a
C2b
C3a
C3b
C4a
C4b
C5a

Correlation
Coef ficientsItem

C5b
C6a
C6b
C7a
C7b
C8a
C8b
C9
ClO
Cll
C12
C13

Dl
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D14

.518
-.037*
.604
.330*
.370
.613
.399
.504
.613
.469
.306*
.131*

.387

.412

.298*

.052*

.494

.495

.440

.649

.681

.000*

.421
.357
.561
.026*
.238*

-.020*
-.020*
.046*
.565
.391
.226*

.674

.613

.689
.356
052*
.280*
.360
.624
.538

-. 048*
.484

-.056*

.701

.425

.385

.251*

.422

.279*

.500

.631

.366

.444

.176*

.358

.545

.243*

.563

.331*

.201*

.485

.459

.704

.632

.526

Item numbers
in Appendix E.

correspond to questionnaire items as indicated

*Asterisked items indicate those items having a correlation
coefficient < .35, which were, therefore, deleted due to a low
reliability level.
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APPENDIX E

REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE AFTER RELIABILITY TESTING

This questionnaire concerns the role of the public library
in serving young children, ages infancy to six years. The
five areas in the public library under consideration in this
study are services, programs, materials, physical facilities,
and personnel working with young children.

Please indicate your recommendations regarding each of
the items below by checking a response in one of the three
columns. If you feel that the item should be provided or is
necessary, please place a check in the column labeled
"recommended." If you feel that the item should not
be provided or is not necessary, please place a check ro
in the column labeled "not recommended." If you are
undecided as to whether the item should be provided
or as to the necessity of the item, please place a w
check in the column labeled "undecided." 2 2a o

o w
o ro .4

Q) ~00zz
A. Public Library Services for Young Children

1. Transportation to and from the public
library.

2. Day care or baby sitting services.

3. Referral services, such as medical and
legal information, to aid parents and
adults working with children.

4. Home visits to demonstrate techniques
to parents, such as storytelling, use
of educational toys, and puppet
construction.

*5. Training sessions for child care
personnel in areas such as choice
and use of materials and books,
puppet construction, and story-
telling.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after reliability testing.
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*6. Early screening for speech and hearing
problems.

7. Library materials for use in laundromats,
grocery stores, airplanes, shopping centers,
and parks and recreation centers.

8, Dial-A-Story services for children to hear
recorded stories via telephone, from their
homes.,

9. Adult or teenage person required to remain
writW- young children when visiting the
public library.

*10 . Plailing publications such as bibliographies ,
publicity on library programs and parent
education materials.

11. Testing and evaluation of language
development and reading ability.

*12. Mailing a special "newspaper " describing
activities for children.

B. Public Library Programs for Young Children

1. Parent and child field trips.

2. Infant stixnulation programs.

3, Parent education courses and discussion
sessions in such areas as child develop-
mnent, atoxytelling, preparing for a new
baby, and child rearing,

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after reliability testing.
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*4. Parent and child cooking, arts and crafts
programs.

5. Programs regarding situations which could
produce anxiety, such as going to the
doctor, moving to a new house, and coping
withW death,

*6. Sessions on checkout procedures and the
care of books and materials.

7. Birthday parties with storytelling by
librarians.

8. Formal reading instruction.

9. Opportunities to meet authors and
illustrators of children's books.

10. Puppet shows and storytelling at shopping
centers and local preschool centers.

*11. Televised storyhours, arts, and crafts
programs.

12. A library reading club in which parents
read a selected number of books to a
child and are awarded paperback books.

13. Sessions on "making books," with the child
dictating the story as the adult prints it.

C. Public Library materials for Young Children

*1. Educational toys, such as games, dolls,
puzzles, blocks, and stuffed storybook
characters (al for library use,
(b) for home use.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after reliability testing.
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*2. Costumes for dramatic play
(al for library use,
(b)l for home use.

3. Tape recorders and taped recordings
of children's conversations
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

4. Sensory oriented books and materials,
such as scratch and smell books and
cloth books (a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

5. Live pets in cages with food
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

*6. A "parent shelf" of adult resource
materials on topics of children's
literature and child development
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

*7. Typewriters for children
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

8. Art supplies, such as finger paints,
construction paper, and egg cartons
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

9. Teaching machines. for programmed
learning for library use.

were deleted*Asterisked iteis indicate those items which
after reliability testing.
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10. Video tape equipment to record neighbor-
hood experiences for library use.

11, Scaled models or replicas of the child's
neighborhood environment with a tape
recorded annotation for library use.

*12. Individual listening and viewing centers
with headphones and filmstrips.

*13, Flannel board and appropriate flannel
board figures.

D. Public Library Physical Facilities for Young Children

1. Card catalogs, with pictures to indicate
subjects.

2. Bulletin boards to display creative art,
craft, or written works of children.

*3. A separate room which is noise-proof,
spill-proof, and has child-sized rest
rooms and drinking fountain.

*4. Furniture to crawl into and reading
nooks with pillows.

5. Equipment for outdoor play.

6. A children's theatre and puppet stage
for dramatic presentations.

7. Playpens, cribs and strollers.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after reliability testing.
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8. Television and game room.

9. Area for children to store personal
belongings.

*10. Child-sized furniture. and low book
shelving,

E. Public Library Personnel Working with Young
Children and Their Qualifications

1. Completion of courses in child develop-
ment or early childhood education.

2. Training or experience in working with
parents and adults.

3. Active membership in an early childhood
professional organization.

*4. Ability to operate audio-visual
equipment.

*5. Pre-service training with a master chil-
dren's librarian or a teacher.

*6. Pleasure from working with children.

*7. Knowledgeable in child development,
child psychology, and use of litera-
ture with young children.

*8. Use of older children as volunteers to
read to young children.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after reliability testing.
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9. Use of senior citizens as volunteers to
read to young children.

10. Use Of an early childhood education
specialist as a consultant.

*11. A personal/child ratio of at least one
adult per ten young children for public
library programs.

*Asterisked items indicate those items which were deleted
after reliability testing.
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APPENDIX F

FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND YOUNG CHILDREN

This questionnaire concerns the role of the
public library in serving young children from
infancy to six years of age. The five areas
in the public library under consideration in
this study are services, programs, materials,
physical facilities, and personnel working with
young children. Please indicate your recommen-
dation for each of the items below by checking
a response in one of the three columns. If you
feel that the item should be provided or is rd
necessary, please place a check in the column
which is labeled "recommended." If you feel r
that the item should not be provided or is not 0
necessary, please place a check in the column ro
labeled "not recommended." If you are undecided 0 d 0
as to whether the item should be provided or as o
to the necessity of the item, please place a 0 Wd.P
check in the column labeled "undecided." o ,0
A, PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

1. Transportation to and from the public
library.

2. Day care or baby sitting services.

3, Referral services, such as medical and
legal information, to aid parents and
adults working with children.

4. Home visits to demonstrate techniques
to parents, such as storytelling, use
of educational toys, and puppet con-
struction.

5. Library materials for use in laundro-
mats, grocery stores, airplanes, shop-
ping centers, and parks and recreation
centers.

6. Dial-ARStory services for children to
hear recorded stories via telephone,
from their homes.
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7. Adult or teen-age person required to
remain witL young children when visit-
ing the public library.

8. Testing and evaluation of language develop-
ment and reading ability.

Other items or comments

B. PUBLIC LIBRARY PROGRAMS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

1. Parent and child field trips.

2. Infant stimulation programs.

3. Parent education courses and discussion
sessions in such areas as child develop-
ment, storytelling, preparing for a new
baby, and child rearing.

4. Programs regarding situations which
could produce anxiety, such as going
to the doctor, moving to a new house,
and coping with death.___

5. Birthday parties with storytelling
by librarians.

6. Formal reading instruction.

7. Opportunities to meet authors and
illustrators of children's books.

8. Puppet shows and storytelling at
shopping centers and local preschool
centers.
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9. A library reading club in which parents
read a selected number of books to a
child and are awarded paperback books.

10. Sessions on "making books," with the child
dictating the story as the adult prints it.

Other items or comments

C. PUBLIC LIBRARY MATERIALS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

1. Educational toys, such as games, dolls,
puzzles, blocks, and stuffed storybook
characters, for home use.

2. Tape recorders and taped recordings of
children's conversations
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

3. Sensory oriented books and materials, such
as scratch and smell books and cloth books
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

4. Live pets in cages with food
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

5. A "parent shelf" of adult resource
materials on topics of children's
literature and child development, for
home use.

6. Typewriters for children to use at home.
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7. Art supplies, such. as finger paints, con-
struction paper, and egg cartons
(a) for library use,
(b) for home use.

8. Teaching machines for programmed learn-
ing, for library use._

9. Video tape equipment to record neighbor-
hood experiences, for library use.

10. Scaled models or replicas of the child's
neighborhood environment, with a tape
recorded annotation, for library use.

Other items or comments

D. PUBLIC LIBRARY PHYSICAL FACILITIES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

1. Card catalogs, with pictures to indicate
subjects.

2. Bulletin boards to display creative art,
craft, or written works of children.

3. Equipment for outdoor play.

4. A children's theatre and puppet stage for
dramatic presentations.

5. Playpens, cribs, and strollers.

6. Television and game rocm),

7. Area for children to store personal
belongings.

Other items or comments
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E. PTJBLIC LIBRARY PERSONNEL WORKING WITH YOUNG
CHILDREN AND THEIR QUALIFICATIONS

1. Completion of courses in child development
or early childhood education,

2. Training or experience in working with
parents and adults.

3. Active membership in an early childhood
professional organization.

4. Use of senior citizens as volunteers to
read to young children.

5. Use of an early childhood education
specialist as a consultant.

Other items or comments

RESPONDENT INFORMATION

Name

Have you published an article or book in the field of early
childhood education in the past five years? yes no

Have you made a presentation before a national professional
organization in early childhood education during the past
five years? yes _ no

What is your most recently earned degree? Degree
Year Specialization

Are you over 40? yes no

How many years of experience do you have working with and/or
planning for young children? under 10 yrs. over ten
yrs.
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APPENDIX G

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

A. Services

What services should the public library offer for young

children by the year 2000?

B. Programs

What programs should the public library offer for young

children by the year 2000?

C. Materials

What materials should the public library offer for young

children by the year 2000?

D, Physical Facilities

What physical facilities should the public library offer

for young children by the year 2000?

E. Personnel

What will be the public library personnel needs and

qualifications for working with young children by the

year 2Q00?
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APPENDIX H

SAMPLE MODIFIED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

A. Services

1. Do you feel that it is now or will be in the future,

the role of the public library, to offer extension

services (such as visits to day care centers, and

providing materials at non-library locations)? Why?

2. Do you feel that the present public library situation

should or will change in regard to emphasis upon

services to parents and to other adults who work with

young children? In what way?

3. How do you view the role of the public library? As

a clearinghouse for services? As a provider of

services (such as legal, medical, diagnostic reading

evaluation)? Neither? Other?

4. Should the public library provide any type of special

services for groups of young children who are in day

care centers, preschools, or church groups? Describe

possible services.

B. Programs

1. For whom should public library programs be presented?

The child only? The parent? Teachers of young chil-

dren? Parents and teachers together?
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2. For how young an age child should public libraries

provide formal publicized programs, such as storyhours?

For toddlers? Infants? Describe the content of such

programs,

3. Should the public library offer programs specifically

for a particular class of young children each week, or

on some regular basis? Why?

C. Materials

1. Do you feel that there should be any distinction

between those materials which are available for use

in the library and those which can be checked out to

use at home? Should all materials be used strictly at

home, rather than in the library? Why?

2. Which items or materials normally seen in preschool

centers are also appropriate materials for young

children in public libraries?

3. Should public libraries limit materials available for

young children to books? Why?

D. Physical Facilities

1. Which physical facilities commonly seen in schools

for young children are also appropriate for public

libraries?
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2. To what extent, if any, should public libraries

provide facilities for recreation, nutrition, safety,

and so forth, for young children (such as playgrounds

and play equipment, kitchen facilities, and first aid

station)?

E. Personnel

1. What types of public library personnel should be

utilized to work with young children, in addition to

children's librarians? Volunteers? Other support

staff?

2, Does personality have any bearing in considering

qualifications and requirements recommended for chil-

dren's librarians in public libraries? Describe the

type of personality traits desirable.

3. Should personnel requirements and qualifications for

children's librarians in public libraries specify any

particular teacher education courses or internship

experience as a teacher or teacher aid? Describe.

General Questions

1. Which of the five areas of the public library do you

feel has the greatest impact upon serving young chil-

dren, and is of most importance? Why?
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2. How do you perceive the role of the public library

working with young children in relation to tradi-

tional roles of public schools and other community

service agencies?

3, Are there any specific policies or procedures which

currently exist in a public library which you feel

should be changed? Added? Deleted? Why?
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APPENDIX I

Letter to Federation Program Area Heads and ECE
Consultant of TEA to Obtain Nominations of

Early Childhood Education Authorities
to be Sent the Questionnaire

Dear ,

As a professional in the field of the education of young
children, you have knowledge of contemporary authorities in
the area of early childhood education. I am conducting a
research study regarding the perceptions held by a panel of
early childhood education authorities of the role of the
public library in serving young children. The purposes of
this research are to obtain recommendations from the early
childhood education authorities, pertaining to programs,
materials, services, physical facilities and personnel of
the public library working with young children and to utilize
these data in the development of guidelines for public
libraries in serving young children.

Although early childhood authorities are subject specialists
in early childhood education, public library administrators
have not generally consulted with them to obtain their
recommendations. Therefore, this research is significant in
that it will provide a much needed basis for the development
of guidelines for public libraries in serving young children.

To obtain data for this research study, a questionnaire will
be mailed to early childhood education authorities. You are
being asked to nominate twenty-five persons in the field of
early childhood education to whom a questionnaire will be
sent. Please identify and indicate the title or position,
if known, for twenty-five early childhood education authorities
whom you believe meet at least three of the five following
criteria:

(a) a descriptive book, article, or research publication
in the field of early childhood education in the past
five years,

(b) a presentation to a national group in an appropriate
field of study during the past five years,

(c) a doctorate degree in an appropriate area of special-
ization (as early childhood education, child develop-
ment, child psychology),

(d) a minimum of forty years of age, and
(e) a minimum of ten years of experience working with

and/or planning for young children.
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A pre-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed for your con-
venience. If you have any questions, please contact me by
calling collect. My phone number at home is area code 214
369-4799. My phone number at work is area code 214 363-0935.
If you phone me at work, please notify the operator that I
will be billing charges to my home phone.

Thank you for your time and cooperation. It is very much
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Frances A. Smardo
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APPENDIX J

Letter to NAEYC and ACEI to Obtain Nominations

of Early Childhood Education Authorities

Dear ,

As a professional in the field of education of young chil-
dren, you have knowledge of contemporary national authorities
in the area of early childhood education. I am conducting a
research study regarding the perceptions held by a panel of
early childhood education authorities concerning the role of
the public library in serving young children. The purposes
of this research are to obtain recommendations from the early
childhood education authorities, pertaining to programs,
materials, services, physical facilities and personnel of the
public library working with young children and to utilize
these data in the development of guidelines for public
libraries in serving young children.

Although early childhood education authorities are subject
specialists in early childhood education, public library
administrators have not generally consulted with them to
obtain their recommendations. Therefore, this research is
significant in that it will provide a much needed basis for
the development of guidelines for public libraries in serving
young children.

It is important that the panel of early childhood education
authorities from whom data are obtained, via personal inter-
views, telephone conversations, or cassette tapes, represent
only the outstanding contemporary leaders in the field.
Please nominate ten early childhood education authorities in
the United States. Also indicate their current title or
position, and address, if known.

A pre-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed for your con-
venience. If you have any questions or if you would prefer to
respond by phone, please contact me by calling collect. My
phone number at home is area code 214 369-4799. My phone
number at work is area code 214 363-0935. If you phone me at
work, please notify the operator that I will be billing
charges to my home phone.

Thank you for your cooperation and time. It is very much
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Frances A. Smardo
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APPENDIX K

COVER LETTER SENT WITH QUESTIONNAIRE

Please direct all correspondence to:
Ms. Frances A, Smardo
7777 Manderville Road, Apt, #220
Dallas, Texas 75231

Dear

Professionals in early childhood education have nominated you
as an outstanding authority in their area of specialization.
This selection was made as an initial step in a doctoral
research study in early childhood education at North Texas
State University. The study concerns the perceptions held by
early childhood education authorities regarding the role of
the public library in serving young children from infancy to
six years of age. The purposes of this research are to
obtain recommendations from early childhood education authori-
ties pertaining to programs, materials, services, physical
facilities and personnel of the public library working with
young children, and to utilize these data in the development
of guidelines for public libraries to serve young children.

Although early childhood education authorities are specialists,
public library administrators have not generally consulted with
them to obtain their recommendations. Therefore, this research
study is significant in that it will provide a much needed
basis for the development of guidelines for public libraries
to serve young children.

Your help is especially valuable and needed in this research.
You possess the necessary early childhood education expertise
to make recommendations for public libraries to serve young
children. Because there is a time limit in obtaining the
data for this research, your prompt cooperation is most
appreciated. Please complete the enclosed questionnaire as
soon as possible and return it in the addressed and stamped
envelope provided. Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely,

Frances A. Smardo Dr. Velma Schmidt
Doctoral Candidate Program Area Head for

Early Childhood Education
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APPENDIX L

FOLLOW-UP LETTER SENT WITH QUESTIONNAIRE

Please direct all correspondence to:
Ms. Frances A. Smardo
7777 Manderville Road, Apt. #220
Dallas, Texas 75231

Dear

A questionnaire for a research study was sent to you two weeks
ago. If you have completed and mailed the questionnaire, thank
you for your promptness. If you have not completed it, please
do so at your earliest convenience. Your recommendations are
important in completing this research. Enclosed is another
copy of the questionnaire. If you did not receive a prior
letter, the following paragraphs will explain the study.

Professionals in early childhood education have nominated you
as an outstanding authority in their area of specialization.
This selection was done as an initial step in a doctoral
research study in early childhood education at North Texas
State University. The study concerns the perceptions held by
early childhood education authorities regarding the role of
the public library in serving young children from infancy to
six years of age. The purposes of this research are to obtain
recommendations from early childhood education authorities
pertaining to programs, materials, services, physical facili-
ties and personnel of the public library working with young
children, and to utilize these data in the development of
guidelines for public libraries to serve young children.

Although early childhood education authorities are specialists,
public library administrators have not generally consulted with
them to obtain their recommendations. Therefore, this research
study is significant in that it will provide a much needed
basis for the development of guidelines for public libraries
to serve young children.

Your help is especially valuable and needed in this research.
You possess the necessary early childhood education expertise
to make recommendations for public libraries to serve young
children, Because there is a time limit in obtaining the data
for this research, your prompt cooperation is very much
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appreciated. Please complete the enclosed questionnaire assoon as possible and return it in the addressed and stampedenvelope provided. Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely,

Frances A. Smardo
Doctoral Candidate

Dr. Velma Schmidt
Program Area Head for
Early Childhood Education
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APPENDIX M

TABLE V

PERCENTAGES OF RECOMMENDED, UNDECIDED, AND NOT RECOMMENDED
RESPONSES FOR ALL RESPONDENTS FOR EACH ITEM OF THE

QUESTIONNAIRE

Per Cent Per Cent Per CentItem Recommended Undecided Not Recommended

Al 31.82 34.09 34.09

A2 34.07 18.18 47.73

A3 72.73 11.36 15.91

A4 65.91 11.36 22.73

A5 81.82 11.36 6.82

A6 54.55 15.91 29.55

A7 61.36 22.73 15.91

A8 6.82 15.91 77.27

Bi 70.45 13.64 15.91

B2 36.36 15.91 47.73

B3 81.82 6.82 11.36

B4 59.09 18.18 22.73

B5 63.64 9.09 27.27

B6 13.64 13.64 72.73

B7 84.09 4.55 11.36

B8 86.36 2.27 11.36

B9 75.00 9.09 15.91

B10 88.64 6.82 4.55
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TABLE V--Continued

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
ItemRecommended Undecided Not Recommended

Cl

C2a

C2b

C3a

C3b

C4a

C4b

C5

C6

C7a

C7b

C8

C9

C1o

Dl

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

79.55

59.09

52.27

65.91

68.18

27.27

13.64

97.73

34.09

43.18

31.82

34.09

56.82

50.00

68.18

81.82

22.73

88.64

47.73

20.45

79.55

13.64

20.45

27.27

11.36

13.64

15.91

15.91

2.27

20.45

11.36

9.09

15.91

22.73

29.55

20.45

6.82

22.73

4.55

20.45

22.73

6.82

6.82

20.45

20.45

22.73

18.18

56.82

70.45

45.45

45.45

59.09

50.00

20.45

20.45

11.36

11.36

54.55

6.82

31.82

56.82

13.64
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TABLE V--Continued

Per Cent Per Cent Per CentItem Recommended Undecided Not Recommended

El 84.09 11.36 4.55

E2 86.36 11.36 2.27

E3 65.91 15.91 18.18

E4 95.45 4.55 . .

E5 88.64 9.09 2.27
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APPENDIX N

TABLE VI

t VALUES FOR THE PERCENTAGE OF RECOMMENDED RESPONSES
BETWEEN GROUP I AND GROUP II FOR EACH ITEM OF

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Per Cent Per Cent
Item Recommended t Item Recommended

Group I Group II Group I Group II

Al 41 26 1.06 C3b 65 67 .13
A2 47 26 1.44 C4a 30 15 .25
A3 76 70 .44 C4b 18 15 .25
A4 65 67 .13 C5 100 96 .80
A5 82 81 .07 C6 35 33 .13
A6 47 59 .79 C7a 29 52 1..47
A7 76 52 1.63 C7b 18 41 1:60
A8 12 04 1.03 C8 29 37 .52
Bi 65 74 .66 C9 59 56 .21
B2 35 37 .12 ClO 59 44 .93
B3 65 93 2.34* Dl 53 78 1272
B4 35 74 2.55* D2 70 89 1.53
B5 59 67 .53 D3 12 30 1.38
B6 12 15 .29 D4 76 96 2.02*
B7 77 89 1.10 D5 53 44 .55
B8 82 89 .62 D6 18 22 .37
B9 71 78 .54 D7 89 74 1.13
B10 94 85 .91 El 82 85 .25
Cl 77 81 .40 E2 89 85 .29
C2a 59 60 .03 E3 70 63 .52
C2b 48 56 .55 E4 94 96 .34
C3a 69 67 .13 E5 94 85 .91

*p > .05; p > 2.02 at the .05 level of significance.

For Group I, N = 17; For Group II, N = 27.
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APPENDIX 0

TABLE VII

t VALUES FOR THE PERCENTAGE OF NOT RECOMMENDED RESPONSES
BETWEEN GROUP I AND GROUP II FOR EACH ITEM OF

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Per Cent Per Cent
Not Recommended Not Recommended

Item t Item t
Group I Group II Group I Group II

Al 47 26 1.43 C3b 24 19 .40
A2 53 44 .55 C4a 65 52 .84
A3 24 11 1.10 C4b 71 67 .27
A4 29 19 .84 C5 00 00 .00
A5 6 7 .20 C6 53 41 .80
A6 35 26 .67 C7a 53 41 .80
A7 6 22 1.44 C7b 65 56 .60
A8 71 81 .84 C8 65 41 1.55
Bi 24 11 1.10 C9 24 19 .40
B2 65 37 1.79 C10 30 15 1.17
B3 29 00 3.00 Dl 24 4 2.02*
B4 41 11 2.32 D2 18 7 1.04
B5 35 22 .95 D3 65 44 1.31
B6 76 67 .69 D4 18 00 2.26*
B7 24 4 2.02 D5 24 37 .94
B8 18 7 1.04 D6 71 48 1.46
B9 18 11 .62 D7 12 15 .29
B10 59 00 1.27 El 00 7 1.15
Cl 18 00 2.26* E2 00 4 .80
C2a 29 15 1.17 E3 12 22 .88
C2b 35 11 1.93 E4 00 00 .00
C3a 24 22 .10 E5 00 7 1.15

> .05; p > 2.02 at the .05 level of significance.

For Group I, N = 17; For Group II, N = 27.
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